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Speech ends doubts

Reagan to seek second
term to complete work

TURKEY STOCKING — As part of an ongoing effort to expand Kentucky's wild turkey population,
the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources and TVA recently released 17 turkeys into eastern Calloway
County.
The birds were trapped by state and TVA biologists at Land Between The Lakes. Gerald Alexander
(left), conservation o_f_fier in Calloway County, examines one of the state turkey hens with Albert Wilson (center),
a county
residenfind forest ranger, and Vernon Anderson, state district biologist. Wildlife officials hope
these initial birds •
Will lead to a large and healthy turkey population in the area and stress that the ultimate success
of the stocking
project depends on the support of county residents. Persons are encouraged to report all turkey
sightings, as
well as information about poaching, to state officials.
TVA photo

Marines fire at militiamen who
shelled American base at airport
By G.G. LaBELLE
Associated Press Writer
BEIRUT, Lebanon (
-U.S. Marines today fired tank
cannons and small arms at
Shiite militiamen who shelled
the American base at Beirut airport. Two civilians were
reported killed and at least 19
skilled
people. including four Marines.
were reported injured.
Maj. Dennis Brooks, a Marine
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — A
spokesman, said two of the
U.S. Marine died today of
Marines were only slightly
wounds suffered in daylong
wounded and returned to duty
clashes with Shiite militiamen, a
after treatment. Two other.; sufMarine spokesman said. Three
fered graver wounds and were
other Marines were wounded.
flown by helicopter for treatMaj. Dennis Brooks, the
ment aboard a U.S. Navy ship
Marine spokesman, said two
offshore.
Marines were slightly Wounded
The first clash, at midmorn
early in the day and two others
ing, lasted about an hour The
suffered graver wounds during
fighting erupted:again t 2
an afternoon exchange.
p.m. and continued into 11te_eiaOne of those wounded in the
ly evening.
afternoon died while awaiting a
A spokesman for Amal. the
helicopter flight for treatment
main militia force of Lebanon's
on a U.S. Navy ship offshore.
Shiite Moslems, said two Shiite
The other was flown to the amcivilians were killed and at least
phibious assault ship USS Guam
13 other people, including one
for treatment, Brooks said.
militiaman,, were wounded by
The dead Marine was not imMarine fire near Hay el-Sellum,
mediately identified.
east of the airport.
"They (Marines) are shelling
are taking fire frOm the area,
Hay el-Sellum heavily. It is very
and we have to defend
bad," said the spokesman at the
ourselves."
west Beirut office of Amal
Lebanese state radio said two
leader Nabih Berri.
civilians were wounded at
Brooks said he did not have inBeirut airport, which was closed
formation about injured
by the morning shelling, reopencivilians.
ed- and then closed again as
"We are sorry about any
shells from the hills slammed incivilian casualties," he said.
to its parking lot in the
"But the bottom line is that we
afternoon.

Marine
reported

Brooks said the Marine base
came under small arms and
rocket-propelled grenade fire
twice — once in the morning and
again from the same positions in
the early. afternoon. The
Marines shot back with 60mm
mortars and small arms, he
said.
Local radio stations said the
afternoon fighting also involved
Lebanese army positions -near
the Marine base and in the hills
east and. southeast of the
Lebanese'capital.
-The spokesman at Amal headquarters said the first clash
erupted when an Amal
militiaman was shot and wounded by Marines near their airport
perimeter.
"Urgent contacts between the
Amal leadership and the Marine
command succeeded in halting
the one-hour clash," the
spokesman said. He declined the
use of his name.
Brooks said the Marines had
come under sniper fire and then
were shelled by mortars and
rocket-propelled—grenades.
A spokesmen for the Progressive Socialist Party, standard bearer of the Druse community, said Pruse militiamen
were not involved in the
hostilities.
The last previous shelling attack on the Marines on Jan. 15
prompted a naval retaliatory
barrage from the U.S. battleship
New Jersey against Druse gunners in the hills southeast of
Beirut.

Legislation would switch primary
election date in state back to May
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT; Ky. (AP) —
It's been two years since the
Kentucky General Assembly
voted to return the state's
primary election date to late
August, effective this year, but a
bill introduced in the current
legislative session would nip
that in the bud.
The measure is House Bill 350.
Its primary sponsor is Rep.
Mark O'Brien, a Louisville
Democrat who says he simply
preferred a May primary.
The bill's chief beneficiary,
however, would appear to be
U.S. Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston, D-Ky., who already
faces a well -financed
Republican challenger in Jeffersoh County Judge-Executive
Mitch McConnell.
But Huddleston May also be
challenged within his party.
• Former Gov. John Y. Brpwn
•Jr. has hinted broadly at a run
for Huddleston's seat, but his on-

ly firm statement has been that
he won't run if the primary
returns to May.
Brown nearly died last June
after open-heart surgery and his
physicians ordered a year of
rest. Doctor's orders, therefore,
preclude a spring campaign.
Huddleston has said he isn't
worried about Brown, but McConnell disputed htm.
"I know that Dee is quite concerned about(Brown),almost to
the point of paranoia," McConnell said. "I think that Brown
typically operates on impulse
and who knows whether he'll run
or not?'"
The thinking of legislative
leaders is that O'Brien's bill
might pass in the House, where
it is pending, but would be killed
In the Senate
"I haven't polled the Senate at
all, but the individuals I have
talked to are not in favor of making the change," said Sen. Gene
Huff of London, the Republican
floor lender."Even though there

By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
gave a preview of his strategy
AP Political Writer
against Walter F. Mondale, the
WASHINGTON (API — Presi- front-runner for the Democrati
c
dent Reagan, saying he needs presidential nomination
.
another term to complete his
"I think he has tried to be all
work, is a candidate for rethings to all people," Reagan
election with his supporters said of Mondale. "And
I think
predicting "a close, tough eleche's made more promises than
tion," and his opposition saying
probably can possibly be kept."
the voters will "reject four more
The president quoted one of
years of danger, four more
Mondale's Democratic opyears of pain."
ponents as saying the fermer
Reagan ended any lingering
vice president's promises would
doubts about his political plans
push federal budget deficits to
with a paid political broadcast $400 billion.
Sunday night in which he said,
Mondale was in San Francisco
"Our work is not finished." ‘1
Sunday night and when asked
The president also made it about Reagan's attack on
him.
clear he wanti George Bush to
replied, "it's just beginning to
continue as vice president.
dawn on this administration that
On his first day as a candidate
they're in trouble."
for re-election. the 72-year-old
Mondale added that the
president's schedule begah with
Republican president "has a
a meeting with arms negotiator
record he can't run away from."
Edward L. Rowny. He had a
Reagan's four-minute anmidday speech to religious nouncement speech, carried
on
broadcasters while his wife. the major television and
radio
Nancy, planned to visit his cam- networks at a cost of
about
paign headquarters.
$400,000, described the nation
"It was a mutual decision," three years ago as dangerousl
y
Mrs. Reagan said in a stateweakened in defense,
ment. "I support him fully."
humiliated in Iran, and "on the
Reagan, who turns 73 on Feb. brink of economic collapse
from
6, iS the oldest person ever to • years of government overinserve as president and his age dulgence and abusive
and possible objections by his overtaxation."
wife were usually cited in
In contrast, he cited declining
speculation that he-might decide inflation and interest rates in
a
against a second term.
rebounding economy and said he
But the president clearly is
has "restored credible 'deterready to run.
rence and can confidently seek a
In an interview with
secure and lasting peace,as well
Newsweek magazine, Reagan
as a reduction in arms."

"But our work is not finished," he added. "We have more
to do in creating jobs, achieving
control over government spending, returning more autonomy
to the states, keeping peace in a
more settled world, and seeing if
we can't find room in our schools
for God."
The president was no more
specific about his second-term
goals. Neither did he mention
trouble spots like Lebanon,
where more than 260 U.S. servicemen have been killed, or
Central America.
Democratic presidential candidate Alan Cranston of California, campaigning in Iowa, said,
.."As long as Americans are dying in Lebanon and Nicaragua,
and as long as American
families believe that the
economy is not improving for
them ... Ronald Reagan is in for
a difficult time in his bid for reelection."
At a hotel four blocks from the
White House, Reagan supporters watched his speech and
chanted, "Four more years,
four more years."
The president opened his reelection campaign with his opinion poll ratings on the rise and
a campaign treasury of $4
million building rapidly.
But his Democratic opposition
was quick to declare him a candidate for defeat and to focus on
the record budget deficits —.
$195.4 billion last year — of his
presidency-.

Local programs to benefit
from job training allocation
Preliminary allocations from
the Job Training Partnership
Act to Kentucky's nine service
delivery areas have been announced today by Human
Resources Secretary Al Austin.
The Purchase/Pennyrile service delivery area will receive
about $2.5 million from a total of
almost $25.5 million available
for Title II-A programs such as
classroom and on-the-job training programs and employability
skills development for youth and
adults.
In addition to this, the -area
will also receive about $1.2
million for summer youth programs for 1985.
Exact figures for Calloway
County's share of these allocations have not yet been determined but Bill Murphy, area
program coordinator for the

cloudy'
Becoming cloudy and turning colder. Light snow or flurries possible. Temperatures
falling to around 30 by evening. Winds becoming northwest 10 to 20 miles an hour.
Tonight, mostly cloudy and
cold. Lows in the low 20s. Northwest winds around 10 miles
an hour. Tuesday, partly
cloudy with highs in the mid
to upper 30s. West to
southw‘st winds 5 to 10 miles
an houf.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
354.0
Kentucky Lake
354.7

was some support in (O'Brien's )
State Government Committee in
the House, I don't think that
necessarily reflects the whole
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Purchase Area Development
District said last year the Purchase area received about 47
percent of the Title II-A total
and expects about the same this
year.
- Murphy reports that last
year's allocation was about $2.2
million for a nine-month period.
He adds that "some carry-over"
from last year's share will be
available for this year's
programs.
Local programs currently
operating as results of last
year's Title II-A funding include
in-school and out-of-school programs through Murray City and
Calloway County schools. The
programs, according to Murphy, provide training for job
skills and encourages students
to finish high school. On-the-jobtraining programs were also
funded.
Murphy says he is not yet sure
how the allocation of summer
youth program funding will .be
handled and could offer no
estimate of the local share.
According to today's announcement, each area's share

of JTPA dollars depends on the
number of unemployed and lowincome people compared to
other areas, Employment Services Commissioner James
Daniels explained. "We have used our most recent unemployment figures as the basis for
these preliminary allocations so
the areas can have a 'ball park'
estimate to begin planning programs. However, final allocations won't be known until late
Feb.ruary or early March
because they will be based on
revised unemployment data,"
he said.
The Purchase/lsennyrile
share will be divided between
the counties of Ballard,
Caldwell, Calloway. Carlisle,
Christian, Crittenden, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Hopkins, Livingston, Lyon, Marshall, McCracken, Muhlenberg, Todd and
Trigg.
In addition to the- area allocations, the Employment Services
department will.have almost $12
million for discretionary pro:
grams and training for
dislocated workers.

DDT level linked to
wide use of pesticides
WASHINGTON (API — The
Environmental Protection
Agency said today that use of
the pesticide dicofol is probably
responsible for elevated levels
of the banned chemical DDT
recently detected in at least four
western states.
EPA spokesman Al Heier said
dicofol, legally registered in the
United States and sold.under the
trade name Kelthane, is known
to be a source of DDT contamination. He said dicofol contains 7 percent to 12 percent
DDT.
"It's high enough to have
some adverse effects on
wildlife," Beier said. "About
four or five million pounds of
Keith/me is used per year according to our records:*
'
'
11 •
Published reports have said
officials isp California., Texas,
_Arizona, and New Mexico
believed
new—tIDT con.tamination is the result of
American farmers using DDT
purchased in Mexico, where it is
still legal.
"I haven't talked to our en.--forcement people yet about the

possibility of smuggling in DDT,
but that's a possiblity," Beier
said. "We think Kelthane is the
most logical source."
Heier said the EPA is still studying the effects of dicofol. If
results from that study show the
chemical is dangerous to the environment, steps will be taken to'
ban the pesticide, he said.
The Washington Post reported
in today's editions that state officials believe higher levels of
DDT are threatening important
wildlife breeding areas in
western states.
Dicofol is widely used to control mites and other insects on
citrus crops, corn fields, cotton
fields, bean fields and apple orchards. The pesticide is also used'in professional nurseries and
home gardens.
DDT. whLc.h_standa for
di c h_l o.r o - d iph en y 1 trighloroethane, was banned in
the United States in 1972, after it
was found that the pesticide was
threatenIng the survival of birds
and ultimately, the health of
humans.
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Acreage plan sign-up begins MHS speech
Sign-up period for participation in the acreage reduction
program for both feed grain and
wheat began Jan. 16 and will
continue through Feb. 24.
Participation in the 1984 program is a way in which- famers
can control over-supply situations similar to what they'have
just faced. It will also provide a
degree of insurance for farmers
against price flucuation and
adverse weather conditions by
making the crop eligible for
loans and for deficiency
payments if there should be one.
To be eligible for price support
benefits on corn, sorghum, oats
and barley, a producer must
agree to limit the acreage
planted for harvest to not more
than 90 percent Of the base and
agree to set aside 11.11 percent
of the planted acreage.
To be eligible for price support
benefits on wheat, a producermust agree to limit the planted
acreage to no more than 70 percent of the farm's wheat base
and devote to conservation use
an acreage of eligible cropland
equal to 42.86 percent of the 1984
planted and PIK acreage.
Farmers participating in the
acreage reduction Progra.m on
wheat may also divert an additional 10 to 20 percent, of their
wheat base and receive

Ex-Panther leader to speak
W'KMS-FM, the public radio
station of Murray State .University, will host a live press conference with Bobby Seale,
former head of the Black Panther Party, from 5:30-6: 30.
p. m.Thursday.
It will be held in the studio on
the sixth floor of the Fine Arts
Building during Speak Easy, the
station's nightly public affairs
program.
Program host Mark
Reinhardt is encouraging area
media representatives to join
this forum. Seale will respond to
their questions as well as those
received from radio listeners
through the program's call-in
format. An informal reception
will follow the program.
From co-founder of the militant Black Panther Party in the
naid-1960s to Director-Creator of
ADVOCATES SCENE. INC, today — Seale lias- pent his adult
life involved in programs aimed
at instigating change in the
United States.

•

The Murray High School
speech team claimed second
place in the annual Calloway
County Speech Tournament this
weekend. The team earned a
total of 237 points behind the
first place team from Jessamine
County which scored 307 points.
Knoxville-Farragut placed third
with 122 points.
Individual team members
earning first place awards were
Ross Bolen and Michelle
Garland'in the area of duo acting. Luann Loberger captured
first place in poetry and Ricky
Jobs in J.V. dramatic
interpretation.
Second place winners were
Alison Sears in story telling and
Ramona Burnley in dramatic
interpretation.
Team members placeing third
include Charles Cella in extemporaneous speaking, Lisa
Mikulcik in poetry, Laura Cella
and Todd Ross in duo acting and
Heather Doyle in story telling.
A total of 26 teams from 21
schools participated in the annual event:
Calloway County served as
host and was not eligible to
compete.

Primary...

His focus haS shifted from strident revolutionary rhetoric that
attacked the symbols of powerful fecloral government control
— the FBI and J. Edgar Hoover
— to pragmatic programs
designed to co-ordinate the efforts of citizens-advocate groups
so that their ,rressages will
reach the earS of those who can
effect change — the legislators
of America.
Seale will be on the Murray
State campus as part of the
University Center Board Lecture Series. He will speak on the
Black Panther Party and its effect on the civil rights movement in America at 8 p.m. in the
Curris Center Ballroorn.
While Seale will concentrate
on ways individuals from
minority groups can join forces
to effect positive social change,
he may also be open .to share.a
few cooking tips. Amoung his recent projects was a book, Barbe“:iue'n with Bobby, based-on 25
years behind the grill.

Murray men
arrested

team second
in tournament

payment-in-kind equal to 75 percent ,of the established yield
times the acres diverted for
PIK.
PIK program participants will
not receive wheat from CCC
stocks. Producers signing up in
the PIK program will agree first
to use their outstanding reserve
or regular CCC price support
loans. Producers with no
outstanding loans agree to take
a harvest for PIK loan. Those
producers with no -outstanding.
loans and who are unable to
harvest for PIK will not receive
a PIK payment.
There will be no diversion payment for 1984, nor will there be
any advance deficiency
payment.
Haying will not be permitted
on the set-aside land, however,
the acrege may be grazed except during the six principal
growing months.
The target price for wheat is
$$.45 and the loan rate is $3.30.
The target price for corn is $3.03
and the loan rate is $2.55.
Contracts signed by program
participants for either the
'acreage reduction or PIK pro_gram. will be considered a,s.binding and will provide for liquidated damages for failure to
comply with program
requirements.

Leo Foster, 23, of L.P. Miller
Street, was charged with wanton
endangerment in the first
degree and terroristic threatening this weekend, according to a
Murray Police Department
spokesman.
The arrest stems from
Foster's allegedly pulling a gun
and firing twice at Jerry Todd,
37, 413 Cherry St., around 9 p.m.
Thursday.
Foster has been lodged in the
Calloway County jail on $5,000.
An investigation into the incident is still underway by the
Murray Police Department.
In a separate incident, the
Murray Police Department
charged Jerry Musgrove, 41, of
205 N. Cherry St., with assault in
the first degree. His arrests
followed a domestic disturbance
Friday around 8:30 p.m.
According to the spokesman
for the department, Musgrove
allegedly cut Pearly Mae
Musgrove, 44, several times
with a knive.
She was taken to theigurray.
Calloway County Hospital
emergency room where she was
treated and released, according
to a spokeswoman for the
hospital.
Musgrove was lodged in the
Calloway County Jail with no
bond.

OPTIMISTS DONATE GAME — Richard Vanover (left), president of
the Murray Optimist Club, explains the rules to "Wheeler-Dealer —
The Game of Murray," to Max Hurt and Margaret Trevathan, Calloway
County Public Library director. The Optimists donated the game, patterned after Parker Brothers' "Monopoly," to the library. It features
Murray-area businesses and community organizations. Those interested in purchasing a game should call 753-4011 or 753-4994 or
any local Optimists. Price of the game is $10. All proceeds go to help
area youths.

Golden 100 contest
to be hosted by MSU
•
for outstanding juniors

Kentucky's Golden 100, a
group of the most outstanding
(Continued from Page 1)
high school juniors from across
the state, will compete in a
The 1982 bill breezed through
prestigious academic contest
the Senate, but nearly ran
April 1 and 2.
aground in the House. It took an
Hosted by Murray State
all-out push by the leadership to
University, the competition will
get it passed.
be based on nationally standarHouse Speaker Bobby
dized tests in English,
Richardson said it was "too earmathematics, natural science
ly to say" whether the current
and social science.
measure will succeed, but Reps.
Each accredited high school in
Richard Turner, House minority
Kentucky is eligible to'hominate
floor leader, and Bill Donup to three juniors for consideranermeyer, House Democratic
tion for the Golden 100. The
caucus chairman, say it has a
Judicial Committee for. the
chance.
•
Golden 100 will evaluate entry
"My reading on the thing is
essays, written by the nominees,
that there's no real groundswell
and consider evidence of
of support for it, but, at the same
academic achievement,
time, there's no move to say that
creativity, leadership, and perwe don't want it. It's kind of in
sonal qualities which might
between," Donnermeyer said.
enhance chances for future
"You can talk all day about
success.
the merits of having (the
Selection to the Golden 100
primary) earlier or later,
means valuable recognition for
politically, but the only thing I
high school juniors. It increases
can look at- is whether we ought
to be changing something we ..„ each student's eligibility for college scholarships nationally.
just did."
participants siscoviii receive a
special certificate signed by
Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
Winners of the scholastic corn-

petition will receive trophies.
Their high schools will receive
plaques for permanent display.
Those students who write
outstanding entry essays will
also receive awards.
Application forms must be
handled through the principal's
and counselor's office in each
high school. Applications of
nominated students must be
postmarked no later than Friday, Feb. 10.
Mrs. Jesse Stuart of Greenup
County will again serve as
honorary chairman of the
Golden 100 competition. The
judges expict to review more
than 400 nominations representing the most outstnding
students among Kentucky's approximately 50,000 high school
juniors.
Meals and housing for the
Golden 100 participants are provided by Murray State University. The university's student ambassadors host the high school
juniors while they are on the
campus.
School officals who have questions or need additional information may call the following toll
free number: 1-800-592-3977.
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New Concord
woman charged
with assault
Elizabeth G. Davis, 51, Of the
New Concord area, was charged
early Saturday evening with
assault in the first degree, according to Calloway County
Sheriff David Salentine.
Davis, allegedly fired a 4.10
shotgun though a wooden door at
her residence _striking her husband Frank M. Davis, 50, in the
left shoulder area and the right
part of his face and hand:
The shooting, which apparently stemmed from a domestic
disturbance occurred around
4:45 p.m., Salentine noted.
Following the shooting, Davis
drove himself to the sheriff's office to report the incident. He
was then taken to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital where
he was treated and relased.
Mrs. Davis repotedly turned
herself in to sheriff's authorities
later. She was lodged in the
Calloway County Jail on a
$20,000 cash bond.

At Lincoln Federal...
Valuable Free Gifts'
PLUS
10.75%* Interest on 5 Year Certificates
10.75%* Interest on 31/2 Year Certificates
10.25%* Interest on 21/2 Year Certificates
Lincoln Federal Savings and Loan has
the program you have been waiting for.
TV's and other super gifts...plus high
interest when you invest in our high earning certificates.
Get a free gift•.to enjoy now, plus your
money back later with full interest! All you
have to do is open o Lincoln Federal
3' ,
or 5 year savings certificate. Then, according
to your deposit, you'll receive a corresponding
free gift'.(See gift chart.)
The best port is that with a Lincolh
Federal Savings Certificate you're lo4ing in a
guaranteed high rate for the long term. Not a
bad idea with rates constantly changing.
To take advantage of this offer, stop in at
any of our conveniently located branches, or
complete the coupon and moil it to us.

Why are these extra minutes
so important to your vision?
.
p

The personal attention you enjoy at Southern Optical is
more than just a courtesy. Proper fit is a critical factor in
how well your prescription works. Helping you select the
right frames and making careful measurerpents to position
the lenses' optical centers perfectly takes a little extra
time. So does custom-fitting the finished pair until they
rest at exactly the right angle to your line of vision,and feel
so comfortable you hardly know you have them on.
When you're with one of our opticians, you'll get all the
individual attention the finest eyecare demands. And
when that makes you feel more confident and at ease—like
you're the only customer in the store—that's another
special advantage of the-extra minutes Southern Optical
spends with you.

SUPER RATES.. AND SUPER FREE GIFTS'
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Saving
the U.N.
The United Nations retained a reservoir of uncritical respect and goodwill in this country for
about 20 years after the world organization was
formally established in 1945. Today, however,
even the United Nations' fondest admirers tend
to begin any discussion of this international institution by conceding its many and obvious faults.
And no wonder.
As a peacemaker and peacekeeper, the United
Nations has proved a dismal disappointment more
often than not. The General Assembly, global
forum for 158 member nations, often seems a
study in irresponsibility as the representatives of
tyrants great and small flail away against
(Western) strawmen while the world's real problems go largely unattended.
Several of the United Nations' independent
agencies — where some of the organization's most
important humanitarian work is conducted —
have been shamelessly politicized. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO)is the most notable case
in point. UNESCO's anti-Western bias grew so
odious that even the State Department backed the
Reagan administration's recent decision to
withdraw from the agency and to terminate all
U.S. funding for it.
These failures all reflect grievous institutional
flaws that can only be corrected by fundamental
reforms. But shaping a more responsible General
Assembly, a less political UNESCO and a Security Council better able to discourage aggression
would take many years if it could be achieved at
all. In the meantime, there is much the United Nations could do in correcting less cosmic deficiencies that are nonetheless steadily eroding the
United Nations' credibility and effectiveness.
The
United
Nations'
administrative
bureaucracies have grown increasingly wasteful,
greedy and ineffectual. U.N. Secretary General
Javier Perez de Cuellar has been widely quoted
as saying that only one in four of the United Nations' 26,500 employees does any useful work.
James Jonah, a former U. N. personnel chief,
complains that many governments "seem to
regard the (United Nations) secretariat as a dumping ground for officials unwanted at home."
Whatever the value of their work, too many U.N.
employees are paid bloated salaries and
pampered with unnectssary perks. One U.N.
undersecretary general grosses $122,500 per year.
Teenage messengers earn $13,257 per year. The
secretary general himself is paid an annual salary
of $167,860. In addition, he has a $22,500 annual expense account, use of a rent-free New York
townhouse and a stretch limousine on constant
call.
All this reflects unseemly — some might say
obscene — opulence for an organization chronically short of funds yet charged with responsibility
for aiding millions of hungry and homeless around
the world. Americans ought to be doubly galled
inasmuch as they pay fully one quarter of the
United Nations' total annual budget of almost $800
million.
But mere waste is not the worst of the U.N.
bureaucracy's sins. The United Nations Charter
authorized establishment of an international civil
service to staff and operate a secretariat and other
U.N. agencies. The charter is explicit: U.N. civil
servants are to be strictly impartial, owing their
first loyalty not to any nation but to the world
organization. Indeed, these international civil servants are expressly forbidden to accept instructions from any national government.
Nearly 500 Soviet citizens work for the U.N.
secretariat, many in critical posts. Virtually all
are members of the Soviet Communist Party, subject to party discipline on and off the job. Furthermore, it is an open secret (confirmed by successive defectors) that all Soviets employed by the
secretariat accept covert instructions on a regular
basis from the Soviet government.
Naturally, the Soviets deny this. U.N. officials
acquiesce in this deception because to do otherwise would provoke a confrontation with the Soviet
Union, and with every other Soviet bloc nation as
well. Clearly, the U.N. secretariat has no stomach
for this, which is why Secretary General Perez de
Cuellar refused recently to renew the contract of
a Soviet U.N. official who defected to the West.
The Soviets, who had obviously lost control of their
man,demanded that Vladimir Yakimetz be fired
and the secretary general meekly complied.
Thus is the principle of an impartial international civil service subverted right along with the
U.N. secretariat itself.
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by sen. greg higdon

Budget big talk in Frankfort
Most of Kentucky has been coping with the cold lately, but in
Frankfort the 'activity of the
General Assembly has begun to
heat up.
Now on the front burner is the
budget. On Jan. 26, Gov. Martha
Lanye Collins presented her proposed 1984-85 budget to a joint session of the General Assembly.
To meet her new proposals and
maintain current programs, some
$98 million in new money must be
raised in Fiscal Year 1985 and $226
million in FY 1986. Increases in the
state individual income tax at
higher income levels, sales taxes
on previously untaxed services,
and changes in the corporate tax

structure were proposed.
Much of the new money will go to
bolster the state's corrections program — including funds for county
jails and a new medium-security
prison. I have reservations about
spending $35 million — that's what
the new prison is projected to cost
— on a new medium-security facility at this time. With the budget as
tight as it is, and with so many
education and human services programs stretched to the limit, I'm
just not sure this is a priority item.
The state's elderly would also
benefit from the governor's proposal, which includes funds for expanded in-home care and medical
services for the aging.

Education would receive roughly
70 percent of the new money.
Educational reforms proposed by
the governor include an expanded
kindergarten program, a "career
ladder" salary scale for teachers,
and other increases in teachers'
salaries. She also included funds
for a teacher competency and internship program.
A bill proposing that educationreform measure passed the Senate
the day after the governor's budget
message.
Senate Bill 19 requires certification standards for new teachers.
Upon graduation, teacher candidates would be required to pass a

competency rest and successfully
complete a one-year internship.
The proposal has the unanimous
endoresment of the state's major
education groups, and is
wholeheartedly supported by the
state superintendent of public instruction. It would take effect Jan.
1, 1985.
Another education matter —
basic-skills testing for students in
private and parochial schools —
was debated last week in a wellattended public hearing.
The proposal has not been well
received by many Christian school
officals, who say it violates the constitutional provisions of separation
of church and state. I, too, have
reservations about . the constitutionality of this legislation because
of the separation question. I will
not vote for this measure as it is
proposed at this time.
The Senate Judiciary-Criminal
Committee will discuss drunkendriving legislation at its regular
meeting on Tuesday, Jan. 31. That
meeting will be held at noon in the
Capital Annex. Please let me know
if you wish to attend this hearing.
As always, your input is vital to
me. If you plan to attend or testify,
contact me in Frankfort at
1-800-372-2985.
Now that the budget has been introduced, I hope you will study the
proposals that the governor has
made. Please let me know how you
feel about possible tax changes and
how additional revenue may be
spent. In order to represent you
fairly and to the best of my ability I
need to know your feelings.
Remember, you can follow the
activity of the General Assembly
each week night on KET. Check
your local listings for time and
channel.

t

heartline

washington today
WASHINGTON (AP) —
"America Is Back" has a nice ring
to it, but as President Reagan's
State of the Union speech begins to
sink in, the issues he didn't deal
with are likely to mean more to the
voters than the slogans he did use.
It's hard to fault Reagan for falling back on a pile of platitudes. In
this television age, a candidate
spurns show business only if he
aspires for early retirement.
Reagan mastered the art a long
time ago and the Democrats only
now are striving to catch up.

by berry schweid
Walter Mondale, for instance,
smiles much more than he used to
when he is on the campaign trail,
kissing babies and soliciting support for his nomination. Ironically,
the polls show space hero John
Glenn suffering a lack of perceived
charisma.
A good performer doesn't turn
off the audience the way Jimmy
Carter did in July 1979 by declaring
the nation to be adrift. "Often you
see paralysis, stagnation and
drift," he said, "You don't like it,
and neither do I."

looking back
Ten years ago
"Murray, the Popcorn Capital of
the World" will be the subject of
Huell Hernser's "Happy Feature"
on 6 p.m. news report tonight on
WSM-TV, Channel. 4, Nashville,
Tenn. James M. Brown, police chief in
Murray for the past four years, today announced his retirement from
the force after over 20 years service to the city.
U.S. Air Force Sgt. Richard T.
Sanchez has arrived for duty at
Udorn Royal Thai AFB, Thailand.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Homer L. Lusk of Hamlin.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin D. Satterwhite on Jan. 23 and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Terry Hanna on Jan. 9.
Mrs. Walter Sagreira and Mrs.
John Yates are co-chairmen for the
Town and Gown Dance to be held
Feb. 23 at the Murray Country Club
by the Murray State University
Women's Society.
Twenty years ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Burkeen on Rt. 1, Dexter, burned
on the morning of Jan. 28.
There are three women school
bus drivers for the Calloway County School System, according to
Buron Jeffrey, superintendent.
They are Mrs. Thomas Lee''Armstrong, Mrs. Shirley Morris and
Mrs. Hoy Higgins.
• Mrs. Sylvia Atkins, social worker
TOFThe- kenriieliy Departinent of
Child Welfare, was speaker at a
meeting of the Kirksey Unit of the
Parent-Teacher Association.
"Progress Through Juvenile Protection" was the theme of her
discussion.

Miss Edwina Vance, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Vance, and
Dwayne Bucy, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hawley Bucy, were married Jan.
11 at the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
Lillian Tate, dean of women at
Murray State College, spoke on
"Personal Growth For Quality
Leadership" at a meeting of the
Alpha Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Thirty years ago
A series of articles on a proposed
city 'Own garbage disposal system
as planned by Jack Frost and written by James C. Williams are being
published this week.
Jean Kirkland, student at Murray State College. told about attending the National Association of
Manufacturers' 58th annual convention in New York City last
Decembe at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club. She was introduced by Dr. Ralph H. Woods.
New officers of the Murray
Neighborhood Girl Scout Association are Elizabeth Churchill, Idell
Bailey, Geneva 'Ferguson. Mary
Frances Bell and Katie Outland.
In the first round of the Calloway
County High School Basketball
Tournament at Carr Health
Building, Murray State College,
Lynn Grove beat Almo and Murray
Training beat Hazel. High team
scorers were Miller for Lynn ,
_ Gr9V94..ockhart And McDanielfor
Almo, Max Barnett for Murray
Training and Walter Byars for
Hazel.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Collins of
Detroit, Mich., are the guests of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Aussie
Pool.

That's not a bad line for a candidate, but Carter had already
been president for 2% years when
he told the nation in what became
known as the "malaise" speech: "I
need your help."
That's not the way Reagan
remembers FDR, or many of us
recall JFK. Even when a president
rallies us to unpleasant actions, we
want to hear ringing tphrases —
particularly in a State of the Union
speech, with Old Glory draped
behind him and the House, Senate,
Supreme Court, Joint Chiefs of
Staff and diplomatic &Immunity
happily applauding.
Later, when we return to reality,
what he said or didn't say matters
more than his mastery of cue cards
or his performance.
Reagan had all the phrases.
"There is renewed energy and optimism throughout the land," he
reported to Congress and to the
people.
His eyes glistening, he extolled
the heroics of an Army medic
seated in the balcony and "unsung
heroes" throughout the land.
Reagan asked: "How can we not
believe in the goodness and
greatness of America?"
To the extent that he dealt with
issues, Reagan concentrated on the
economy. He's brought inflation
way down,and while the deficit has
gone way up, the president and his
managers obviously are convinced
his program is a winner, even with
more than 9 million Americans out
of work.
Otherwise, Reagan had a couple
of programs to announce, including
the developMent of the nation's
first permanently manned space
station. He had little to say about
the nation's problems overseas and
offered no new initiatives to
resolve them.
Although he declared the United
States is "safer, stronger andmore
secure," the president had no
foreign policy victories to claim.
And while he said he was ready to
negotiate in earnest with the Soviet
Union on all issues, Reagan did not
propose a way to resume -the
stalemated nuclear_ o.rxils control _
There's a point, perhaps, in a
president taking the occasion of his
State of the Union speech to make
the people feel good. But he might
get the same results with a
program.

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a - prompt ceply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE : I am getting up
there in years. and am getting all
the important papers and such
together so my family will know
where everything can be found. I
need a bank safe deposit box, but
have called every bank in our area
and have been told repeatedly that
all their boxes are rented. What
can I do? M.C.
ANSWER: Check to see if there
is a private vault in your area.
These well-secured storage
facilities, frequently open longer
hours than bank vaults, are springing up around the country. Look in
the Yellow Pages under "tlife
Deposit" or write to the National
Association of Private Security
Vaults, P.O. Box 238, West
Lebanon, N.H. 03784.
HEARTLINE : My husband and I
are retiring to another state. We
have found a beautifully restored
older home which seems to be in
perfect condition. However, with
only a certain amount of money set
aside for a home and a cornforatable but fixed income, we
can't afford to make a mistake.
How can we find out if there are
any structural problems that we
would not recognize, or problems
in wiring or plumbing? It really
looks good to us but we would like
the reassurance Of someone who
really knows what to look for. Can
you help? R.W.
ANSWER: Is what you had in
mind a written, detailed report of
the heating . plumbing, electrical
systems, as well as the condition Of
the roof, walls, ceiling, foundation,
etc? If so, invest around $150 and
have an independent inspector,
preferably a member in the
American Society of Home Inspectors. He will give you just such a
report. Then, if any problems show
up, or any repairs need to be made,
maybe you can negotiate a lower
price on the house. Look in your
local Yellow Pages for an ASHI
member or write to ASH1, 1629"K"
SL. N.W., Suite 520, Washington,
-DC-20006.—J1.. there
member near you,they wilel tell you
how to find a outlined inspector.
Make syre that the inspector has
professional liability insurance.
Then, if any major defect that he
didn't spot turns up later, you can
collect on the insurance.
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Golden anniversary reception to be Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Parsonage in Murray.
Rogers, 1639 Farmer
Their attendants were
Ave., Murray, will be Mrs. Lochie Foster,
celebrating their 50th sister of Mr. Rogers.
wedding anniversary on Ural Story, brother of
Sunday, Feb. 5.
Mrs. Rogers, and Mr.
A reception in . their aria-Strs. Reece Easley.
honor will be from 2 to 4
Mrs. Rogers, the
p.m. at the Ellis Center. former
Mabel Story, is
The event will be
the daughter of the late
hosted by their children,
Mr. and Mrs. W.L.
grandchildren and Mrs.
Story.
Rogers' sister. Mrs.
Mr. Rogers is the son
Jessie Craven.
Serving at the .recep- of the late Mr. and Mrs.
tion will be two sisters- Gaylon Rogers.
in-law of Mrs. Rogers.
They have one son,
Mrs. Edith Story and Jimmy Rogers and his
Mrs. Mildred Story.
wife, Nancy, of Hazel.
All friends and Another son, Larry
relatives are invited to Gayle Rogers, died in
attend.
1978.
Mr. and Mrs Rogers
Two grandsons are
were married Feb. 3, Danny Rogers and Don
1934, by the Rev. L.Z. Rogers and his wife,
Hurley at the Methodist Rhonda, of Murray.
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DAR SPEAKER — Kevin Cole, center, was guest speaker at a meeting of the
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution.
Members pictured are Mrs. Price Doyle, left, and Mrs. Doris Nance.

Cole speaker for the DAR

Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Rogers

Skating rink is place
of couples' meeting

WELCOME WAGON — New officers of the Welcome Wagon Club were elected at
theJanuary meeting at the Golden Corral Restaurant. Ingebord King and Kathryn
Outland, hostesses, seated, installed the officers, who are Pat Shaeffer, president,
Mary Branscombe, first vice, Wanda Richardson, second vice, Martha Wrablik,
recording secretary, Dorothy Overbey, treasurer, Marcia Dillon, historian, and
Jean Bird, publicity. The 1984 calendar of events is being planned and announcement of the next meeting will be made later.

WESTBROOK, Maine
— Rena Godin
(AP
always encouraged her
daughter and three sons
to roller-skate. But she
didn't realize they
would roll right into
their futur:e spouses'
hearts.
All four children met
their future mates at a
roller rink in nearby
Portland.
Six years ago, when
Tina, now 25, and her
brothers were all single
and living with their
parents in Westbrook,

Coming community events
Monday, Jan. 30
A Spanish film, "The
Garden of Delights,"
will be shown at 2:30
p.m. and 7:30 p.m. in
theater of Curris
Center. Murray State
University. This is a
part of International
Film Series and there is
no admission.
- -Calloway
Murray
County Chorus will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in choir
room of First United
Methodist Church.
Quarter-ly meeting of
Ambassador's Committee of Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce
will be at 6:30 p.m. at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
A lcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will have closed

Monday, Jan. 30 meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Benton. For information
call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764, 753-5094 or
753-7663.____
American Diabetes
Association meeting
will be at 7 p.m. in
Classroom No. 1, ground
floor, Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
Tuesday, Jan. 31
Phebsian Sunday
School Class of First
Baptist Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at home
of Naomi Rogers, 1719
Holiday Dr.
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.

Tuesday, Jan. 31
Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center:
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Center: from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.

Tina met Fred Adams,
also of Westbrook, while
skating.
The middle brother,
Louis Godin, 27, was
next. That same summer, his wife-to-be,
Lori, came in from
Hollis to skate. They
met, they skated, and
they wed.
Two years later, it
was 23-year-old brother
Dennis's turn to fall to
Cupid's arrow. Dennis
met Debbie, and they
skated away into
matrimony.
And soon after, the
oldest brother, Michael,
29, met his second wife,
Julie, at the rink.

Kevin Cole was the
guest speaker • at the
meeting of the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter
of the Daughters of the
American Revolution
held Saturday, Jan. 14,
at Liakota Feed and
Grain.
Mr. Cole spoke about
"The Role of the French
in the Revolutionary
War." He was introduced by his mother. Mrs.
Loal Cole.
The speaker said "it is
convenient to divide the
Revolutionary War into
three periods. The first
period ends with the
Declaration of Independence when the
colonies proclaimed
their freedom but they
knew they would have to
defend it.
"The second period
covered the time from
the Declaration of Independence to the entrance of the French into the struggle in 1778.

As an R N I was worried about the
health problems associated with
being overweight I had tried even,
diet invented and though I could
lose weight. I always gained it bac k,
and more' The picture helou
shows how I looked before Diet
Center My counselor taught me
how to lose weight and keep it off
Now friends tell me I look better
and I know I feel like a whole new
person' Take it from me the Die!
Center Program works'
le)a.

WC^.

-

You can lose 17 to 26
pounds in just 6 weeks!
No shots, no drugs and no
contracts. Our totally
natural diet and the support of a counselor who
really cares make the
difference.
In Just 10 years, Diet
Center has grown to over
1.000 locations all across
the United States and
Canada. This phenomenal
growth is due to
Wine s fittr
Center Program wor

John Burgoyne at
Saratoga. Now France
was convinced that its
aid should be extended
to the struggling
republic so an army and
a fleet were dispatched
Continued on page 5

Dismissals are listed
Census at MurrayDismissals were as
Calloway County follows:
Hospital for Monday.
Mark Matthew Miller,
Jan. 23, was 101 adults 1610 C Miller; Miss
and seven in nursery.
Lesia L. Sheypard, Rt.
Newborn admissions 1, Dexter; lars. Isabel
were as follows:
T. Parks, Box 132, MurBaby Girl Hyde, ray; Miss Sally Ann
parents, Anne and Ron- Pace, 809 Broad St.;
nie, Rt. 7;
'Ronald D. Copeland,
Baby Girl West, Rt. 1, Palmersville,
mother, Patty, Hazel.
Continued on page 5
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Dustin Boone Rogers born

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Franklin Rogers, Rt. 1,
Murray, are the parents of a son, Dustin Boone,
Anonymous
Parents
weighing eight pounds nine ounces, measuring 21
Calloway Public
will meet at 6:30 p.m. 1/4 inches, born at 8:05
a.m. on Tuesday, Jan. 10,
Library will have an old
For information call at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The
magazine sale with
762-2504, 753-4126, mother is the
former Rhonda Towery.
price being 10 cents
753-8987 or 762-2667.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Kelton Rogers
each. This is sponsored
and Mr. and Mrs. Richard Towery, Murray.
by Library Volunteers.
of
Class
Singles
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Lavine Mayfield,
Seventh and Poplar Murray, Mrs.
Alene Woods, Benton, and Robert
Dr. Carl Rogers,
Church of Christ will Towery, Murray.
baritone, will present a
meet at 5:30 p.m. in
faculty lecture-recital
church parking lot to go
at 8 p.m. in Farrell
Country Crossroads,
Recital Hall, Fine Arts to
Hardin, for dinner. ,
Center, Murray State
A shower for Bob, Donna and Christine Futrell
University. This is open
will be Tuesday, Jan. 31, starting at 6 p.m. at the
Mothers Morning Out
to the public at no adOak Grove Baptist Church. This is being given
will be at 9 a.m. at First
mission charge.
by neighbors and friends for the Futrell family
United Methodist
whose home was destroyed by fire on Jan. 15. All
Church.
Alcoholics
friends and relatives are invited to attend.
-Anonymous will meet at
Wednesday, Feb. 1
8 p.m. in western porHazel and Douglas
tion of Livestock and
Centers will be open
Exposition Center.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wesley Bratton, Rt. 2,
for activities by senior Puryear, Tenn., are the parents of a daughter,
First Baptist Church
citizens.
Christie Denise, weighing eight pounds 15
will have a churchwide
ounces, born Friday, Jan. 20, at Murrayskating party from 6 to 8
Mission groups of Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the
p.m. at Roller Skating of
Flint Baptist Church are former Janice Kay Cook. Grandparents are Mrs.
Morray.
scheduled to meet at 7 Viola Cook and the late Joseph Cook, Jr., of
Puryear and Mrs. Armilda Bratton and the late
---Aaron Bratton of Paris, Tenn.
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church Mission Groups
SACRED
are scheduled to meet at
GROUND (PG)
Brock Saladin, son of Randall Saladin, Rt. 7,
7 p.m.
•SORRY•NO PAStES•
Sherwood Dr., Murray, has been named to
Second day of old Dean's List for the fall semester at Eastern Ilmagzine sale with price linois University, Charleston. Ill., according to
being 10 cents each will Ted Ivarie, dean of the university.
be at Calloway Public
Library with Library
Volunteers as sponsor.
---Jackie Weatherford of Far Lands Travel Agen. Tourism Commission cy has announced a trip for Senior Citizens and
will meet at Murray. Friends to Nashville, Tenn., on Tuesday, Feb. 14.
control center 753-3314 Calloway Chamber of The bus will leave Murray at 1:30 p.m. and will
Commerce at 7:30 a.m. arrive in Nashville in time for a brief shopping
trip before having dinner at Duff's Smorgasbord.
group then will go to the Opryland Gaslight
The
South African Prime
Minister Hendrik Ver- Studio to watch the taping of "Nashville Now," a
woerd was stabbed to 90-minute show hosted by Ralph Emery and
death in 1966 during a featuring a celebrity guest. The bus will arrive
parliamentary session back in Murray about midnight. Cost of the trip
Including dinner will be $30 per person. For
in Cape Town.
reservations call Mrs. Weatherford at 753-4646.

Futrell shower Tuesday

Saladin named to list

Seniors,plan bus trip

CH126TINE

JOHN TAF6/0i.TA
COMP NEWTON-JOHN

The areas around New
York City, Philadelpnie
i
and Boston witnesstrd
the changing fortunes of
the war.
"A turning point was
the surrender of the
English forces by Gen.

Tuesday, Jan. 31
Shower for Bob, Donna and Christine Futrell
who lost their home by
fire will start at 6 p.m.
at Oak Grove Baptist
Church.

Christie D. Bratton born

IN JUST 41 2 MONTHS
AT DIET CENTER!
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:Happy
Birthday
Sandy
W JeYsmt
"We Love
You Very #
Much"
Steve & Chad

Across'From MW Stodium

.4b1lb

By Abigail Van Buren

Battered Woman Has
Cheerless Christmas
DEAR ABBY: On Christmas Eve my husband and I got
r- into an argument and he hit me in my eye with his fist. It
felt like he had knocked my eyeball back into my head, so
I went to the emergency room where I was X-rayed.
Luckily no bones were broken.
When I got home he hit me under the chin, causing a
knot to appear, so I took my two kids and went to a
friend's house for the night. He followed me, forced the
door open and demanded that I go home with him. I
refused, so he lighted the curtain with a cigarette lighter
and left. Fortunately, my friend and I were able to put the
fire out.
The next day when I went home, the place was a wreck.
My clothes were all ripped up, lamps broken, etc.
When he came home he said he doesn't even remember
hitting me. Then he said he was sorry. Well, being sorry
doesn't help my face any. He.could have blinded me or
broken my chin.
I don't love him anymore and he sure couldn't love me
and treat me this way. Abby, I don't want him here. Is
there any way I can get him out and keepliim mg? And
how can I keep him from bothering me? He's 26 and I'm
31.
ABUSED IN ATLANTA
DEAR ABUSED: Contact your nearest shelter for
battered women. The people there not only provide
abused women with temporary shelter, they tell
them how to protect themselves from further abuse.
Be prepared to get a restraining order against your
husband. If he violates that order he will be locked
up. He sounds like a sick man, but that doesn't
excuse his brutal behavior. First, protect yourself
and your children. Then insist that he be examined
by a psychiatrist.
Please write again and let me know how you're
doing. I care.
•••

DEAR ABBY: A guy I work with said he was a little
short just before Christmas, so he asked if I could let him
have $50 until after the first of the year.
I gave him the $50 and so far he hasn't said anything
about it. Do you think he's forgotten?
BIGHEARTED
DEAR BIG: Not yet. But give him a little more
time and he probably will.
•••
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DEAR ABBY: I had to laugh when I read your readers'
suggestions on how to turn down a date without hurting a
man's feelings. Most people recommended honesty.
Many long years ago, I was a showgirl in New York. A
dear man asked me if I would go out with him. He was
easily a head shorter than I was. I turned him down as
gently as I could.(I didn't say, "You're too short for me"; I
said, "I'm too tall for you.")
The next day I received two dozen long-stemmed roses
with a card that read,"Can I help it if I like long-stemmed
roses? Thanks for your honesty." It was signed "Shorty."
It warmed my heart, so I called him up and asked if it
was too late to change my mind. He said no. He took me
out after the show that night, and the night after, and the
night after, etc.
'
You guessed it, Abby. I married the guy, and if we maks
it until April of '84, we'll celebrate our 50th wedding
anniversary.
NO SOMETIMES MEANS MAYBE
•••

(If you put off writing thank-yost notes or letters
of sgespathy because you don't know what to say,
get Abby's booklet, "How to Wribi Letters for All
Occasions." Send $2 and•long, stamped (37 cents),
self-addressed envelope to Abby, Letter Booklet,
P.O. Boa 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)
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The U.S. Flaying card industry is worried. Bridge clubs
are losing members to aerobics
classes and other distractions.
Members of the younger generation who might be playing Fish
and Rummy now are glued to
video-games. The entire playing
card industry has been flattening out.
To counter-act this trend, the
industry is sponSoring card tournaments on college campuses,
opening displays in museums of
artifacts or deerskin cards
made by American Indians. The
industry is even sending its resident historians on the lecture
circuit to spur interest in cards
and to prornote card playing as
wholesome for children.
• • •
Cards even became a weapon
of war during the Vietnam conflict. At the Pentagon's request,
U.S. Playing Card shipped three
million aces of spades to U.S.
troops there. The GIs had
discovered that the Vietcong
had a morbid fear of the ace of
spades - considered the "death
card" by many cultures - and
generally avoided buildings,
tanks &rid anything else adorned
with the card.
• • •
One last card question: How
many eyes in a deck of cards???
I reilly haven't figured the
answer, and if you have the
answer, let me know.
•

• •

By
Rainey
Apperson

Here is a riddle for you - The
man leaves home, turns left
three times, and when he
returns home, he is met by a
masked man - name his
profession.
• • •
John ad Cherry Lindamood
feel as though they have come
back home, even though they
grew up in Olmsted, Ill., and
Tiptonville, Tenn.
The Lindamoods are the new
owners of "Granny's," formerly
known as "Granny's Porch."
John and Cherry went to college
at Murray State, majoring in
subjects such as business and
biology, but always planning to
be in the restaurant business
someday.
They traveled over Europe enjoying sampling many quaint
European pubs, inns and eating
in hide-a-way restaurants. John
even worked for a while at Ole
Town Tavern in Paducah.
With a new baby on the way,
the Lindamoods decided to come
home to Murray and put some of
John's grandmother's recipes to
the test. I must say I sampled
the spinach casserole and the
nachos and they were delicious.
We're always glad to have
young folks come back to settle
their families here.
• • •
Ask anybody if they like
"small talk" and they will probably answer with an emphatic
and resoundinfi NO. But did you

know that smal) talk serves as
glue to hold society together.
For instances chit-chat brings
folks face to face.
People joke about the insipid
chatter they have to endure at
parties and lunches. They shake
their heads and roll their eyes in
disapproval, as they themselves
have never initiated a conversation that was not a discussion of
"The Great Issues."
Are we to believe that these
scoffers do nothing but hold
forth on plans to combat poverty
and reduce the number of
nuclear weapons?
Those who have had the
misfortune of encountering an
overzealous graduate of a sensitivity training workshop know
how much fun it is to speak to someone who insists on saying
things like "Hi, I'm John - do
you still resent your parents?"
Just remember, even the
briefest remark can seem like
an unforgettable courtesy. Just
ask anybody who is waiting for a
job tryout in a bustling office.
In a sense, much of what
many of us think of as social
skills is simply the ability to be
comfortable with small talk.
A lot of time, saying "Hey,
how're you doing?" or recommending a book will not bring
forth much. But you never know.
Maybe once in a while such
spoken-word versions of the
handshake might produce an
improvement in somebody's
day.

... Continued from page 4

Term.; Christopher D.
Thorne, Rt. 2; Mrs. Betty E. Reed, Box 105,
Murray; Marvin Leon
Barrow, Rt. 2, Dover,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Mary Moreland
and baby girl, Rt. 3,
Benton; Mrs. Teresa G.
Janow and baby boy,
1104 Mulberry; Mrs.
Janice K. Bratton and
baby girl, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn.;
Wayne A. Travis, 301
North College Paris,
Tenn.; David R. Pritchard, Rt. 1-, Mayfield;
Mrs. Dorothy Jane Morton, Rt. 1, Hazel; Mrs.
Nell P. Hendon, 1654
Calloway.

parents, Kimberly and girl,.521 South 11th St.;
Timothy. Rt. 8, Mrs. Patricia G. French
Mayfield.
and baby girl, Box 91,
Dismissals were as Camden, Tenn.;
follows:
Mrs. Patricia L.
Mrs. Robbin S. Oliver and baby girl, Rt.
Musser, Shady Oaks No. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.;
13A; Miss Lee Ann William W. Holbrook,
Rayburn, Rt. 3; Carlton Rt. 5; Mrs. Stephanie A.
E. Bumphis, 204 Pine Roberts and baby boy,
St.; James B. Carter, Rt. 4.
829 W. North, Mayfield;
Jeffrey N. Eldridge, Rt.
1, Almo;
Census. at MurrayMrs. Helen B. Calloway County
Clayton, Rt. 3, Benton; Hospital for WednesMiss Robin L. Cole, day, Jan. 25, was
101
East 13th St., Benton; adults and four
in
Mrs. Carolyn R. nursery.
Paschall, Rt. 1; Mrs.
Newborn admissions
Hazel K. Pogue, 301 were as follows:
South 11th St.; Robert L.
Baby Girl Butler,
Burkeen, Rt. 1, Dexter; parents, Brenda and
Mrs. Bessie Irene David, Rt. 1, Mayfield.
Census at Murray- Bynum, Rt. 3; Mrs.
Dismissals were as
Calloway County Tommie Pritchett, Rt. follows:
Hospital for Tuesday, 1, Dexter; Mrs. Mildred
William Lawrence
Jan. 24, was 105 adults R. Hudson, Rt. 6, Paris, Traughber, Rt.
1, Harand five in nursery.
Tenn.; Mrs. Laurine L. din; Mrs. Connie
L.
Newborn admissions Everett, 1315 Vine St.; McElwain and baby
were as follows:
Arthur C. Jones, 1505 boy, Rt. 5, Benton; Mrs.
Baby Girl Morgan, Stadium View Dr.;
Anne K. Hyde and baby
parents, Kary and EdMrs. Myrtle W. Jor- ,girl, Rt. 7; Ross
E.
die, Rt. 3;
dan, Rt. 1; Mrs. Janna Jones, 407 North 12th
Baby Girl Wallis, M. Harrell and baby St.;

Jo Williams talks about travels at meeting
Jo C. Williams of the Murray Woman's
presented a slide Club. She brought
presentation on her postcards, brochures
travels to "England, and other momentos of
Scotland and Wales" at her trip.
the January meeting of
Ms. Williams' gold
the Garden Department charm bracelet was of
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Wcmen's image discussed by writer
KINGSPORT, Tenn.
(AP) - The image of
the Sotthern lady is a
myth and has impeded
womet's rights in the
South says an East Tennessee State University
professor who has spent
several years researchink the subject.
"The myth (is that
she is this vaporous
creature who has some
sufernatural power
over men and that she
jus: sort of wallows in
leisure and that,
nonetheless, she's supposed to be helpIttSs and
needs male protection,said Dr. Margaret
Ripley Wolfe, 36, an
associate professor of
history.
"The Southern lady of
reality was a much
more interestirg
character than she was
painted. ... The real
Southern woman, the
mistress of the Southern
plantation from which
this image supposedly
derives, was an extremely hard-working
individual in terms of
supervising slaves and
managing the
household.
Many Appalachian
women worked on
farms or in tobacco
fields and "they con-

sidered themselves
ladies," she said.
"You have an image
on one hand that is not
reality, but that's the
sort of thinking that's
perpetuated. Those images are held up as
goals to which women
should aspire.
"If one truly aspired
to conform to that image, it would limit one's
life considerably," Dr.
Wolfe said, adding that
she doesn't think there
is anything wrong with
being a homemaker,
provided the woman is
satisfied and has her
own interests.
"There is a lot of
mystique that perhaps
the Southern woman is
dilferent, and that's
because of the filmmakers, the Hollywood
image, the Scarlett
O'Hara image," she
said.
Scarlett O'Hara is the
heroine in "Gone With
The Wind," Margaret
Mitchell's novel about
life in the South during
and after the Civil War.
"This myth of what
Southern ladies were
has impeded rights for
women in the South,"
she said, noting that only four Southern states
ratified the women's

Oaks Country Club
committees named
The newly elected officers and directors of
the Oaks Country Club
held the first meeting of
the year for the purpose
of committee appointments and program
planning for the club.
Special attention is
being given to pool improvement and to
greens landscaping.
New pro shop managem e'nt also was
discussed.
Jerry Falwell, R.B.
Morgan and Richard
Tuck are pro shop committee members.
The president, Codie
Caldwell, appointed as
committee chairmen
the following:
• Truman Whitfield,
greens and program;
• Richard Tuck and
Gene Paul King, house
and grounds;

• Jerry and Carolyn
Caldwell, junior golf;
• Martha Broach,
publicity and
publications;
• Codie Caldwell and
Ada Roberts, finance;
• R.B. Morgan,
rules;

suffrage amendment.
ing myself, what hap"If you're talking pened? Did a schism ocabout a male-dominated cur? Did women
society, if you're talking manage to break out of
about one with all these that image?"
notions of Southern
Although she emmale honor, chivalry, if phasizes that she isn't a
you're talking about a women's historian, Dr.
racist society, and a Wolfe has written many
South that's pretty articles on Southern
much dominated by con- women. Her book will
servative politics, then examine the roles of
what is possible for Southern women in the
women within that kind 20th Century, especially
of society?" Dr. Wolfe the period between the
said.
world wars.
And attitudes toward
She has received
women haven't changed grants for the work
much in the last 50 to 60 from the Southern
years, "as revealed in Regional Education
voting patterns at the Board, Berea College in
state legislative level," Kentucky, and the ETshe said. The South as a SU Research Developbloc has "pretty much ment Committee.
opposed" the Equal
'I'm studying how
Rights Amendment, she
Southern women began
said.
to create some kind of
Women's rights
public lives for
organizers will have to
themselves, how they
work harder for
began to extricate
grassroots support in
themselves from some
the South than in other
of this imagery of the
parts of the country if
Southern lady, how they
ERA is to Succeed, she'
became involved in
said.
reform crusades - not
Dr. Wolfe has a doconly to help themselves,
torate in urban history
but to help blacks, to
and is writing a book
help laborers in the
about Kingsport. HavSouth," she said.
ing grown up in nearby
Many of the Southern
Hawkins County, she
said she became in- radicals in the 1920s and
terested in the image of 1930s were women who
the Southern woman began working through
because of her Southern their church organizations, she said.
heritage.
"Several years ago, I
"They were very imbegan taking a look at portant in redesigning
this image," she said. the South, sort of turn"And then I started ask- ing it around," she said.

C
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rights: Independence of
the 13 states; western
boundary set at the
Mississippi River; permission was granted to
New England fishermen
to fish in Newfoundland
waters.
The American
members of the Peace
Commission were John
Adams, Benjamin
Franklin and John Jay.
Cole said eight years
after the Battle of Lexington, Washington
issued an order declaring the war at an end.
Mrs. James Byrn,
register, presided at the
meeting. She also was
the hostess for the day.

special interest. Sheexplained the meaning of
each charm and from
what country it
represented.

A potluck luncheon
was served. Pauline
Parker provided a
centerpiece of a white
orchid for the serving
table.
The speaker was inHostesses were Ann
troduced by Janet
Uddberg.
Billie Hall,
Wallis, program
Lottie Gibson, Dortha
chairman.
Jones, Dr. Halene
Rosanna Miller,
department chairman. Visher and Mrs. Parker.
The department will
presided. Joan Whayne, meet Thursday,
Feb. 2,
secretary gave her at 1 p.m. at
the club
reports.
house. Nancy Laffoon
The inspirational will give a slide presenthought for the day was tation entitled "Flower
given by Gene Wrather
Show."

Does your health insurance
plan help protect against
large medical expenses
from long term illness?
Check with State Farm for one that does
Call: Jane Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th

LIM! a 90013
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Jo C. Williams

Send Your Love A Video On Channel
Only '3" Per Day
7 Lines Available, 32 Spaces Per Line,
Airs 24 Times A Day, Once An Hour.
Contact Janet Rowland
at 753-1916 or
Send In
The Form
Below

Continued from page 4

from France. Lafayette
was an inspiring leader
who rendered in• Jerry Falwell, valuable service to the
cause.
membership;
"The third period was
• Jerry Caldwell,
the one in which
golf;
• Paulette Reed, England became alarmed at the turn of affairs
tennis;
• Danny Woods and as British officers
reported to London that
Joe Pat Barnett, pool.
Fred Clark was the colonies could not be
chosen to fill the vacan- conquered. The French
cy of board member alliance promised such
Truman Whitfield who formidable reenwill serve as vice presi- forcements that the task
of England took on a
dent for the year.
most series aspect."
The board will meet
Cole said the Treaty of
Wednesday, Feb. 15, Peace, signed in Paris
with Vice President on Sept. 3, 1783,
Whitfield presiding.
recognized the following

Mrs. Teresa L. King,
1209 Lone Oak, Paris,
Term.; Milford L. Hicks,
Rt. 4; Mrs. Lillian R.
Story. Rt. 2, Calvert City; Randall L. Thornton, 802 Chestnut St.;
Jasper L. Johnson,
Rt. 1, Kirksey; Larry J.
Dunn, 1710 W. Olive;
Miss Mariann E.
Baucom, White Hall,
MSU; Mrs. Linda Gail
Dunaway, Rt. 2, Dover,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Gertie M.
Castleman, 2510 1099
By-Pass, Hickman;
Mrs Brenda K. Trimble, Rt. 5; John P. Carr,
Dexter; Aaron G.
Moody, Rt. 8;
Mrs. Lorah T.
Ashcraft, 1608
Magnolia; H.A. Canup,
707 Story Ave.; Carl
Lockhart, Rt. 7; Joe 0.
Wimberly, 210 South
13th St.;
Mrs. Opal Phillips, 604
Ellis Dr.; Mrs. Mildred
H. Dunn, 506 Broad St.;
Voris R. Sanderson, 1006
Main St.; Lowell A.
Palmer, Rt. 1, Kirksey.

Video Love Line!

P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071 attn: Janet Rowland
Compose Your Own Message Below
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Artcraft Photography
Wedding Photograph;
Custom Framing
Film Processing
118 South 12th St.

153-0035

DeVantis
Wed. 4 to 10 P.M.
10 Oz. Chop Steak
$329
and Salad Bar
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•
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Vietnamese comment on lifestyle
-

NICHOLASVILLE,
Ky. ( AP I — The fastpaced American
lifestyle makes
moments of celebration
especially dear for Vietnamese families who
have . made Kentucky
their home.
Col. Minh Quy Tran
and his family
celebrated the lunar
New Year with a feast,
dancing, gifts, music
and paper dragons.
Joining them were other
Lexington and
Nicholasville Vietnamese on Saturday.
Nine lunar New Year
holidays have passed
since Tran and his family rode a plane out of
Tan Sot Nhut Airport
near Saigon just four
days ahead of North
Vietnamese soldiers.
Tran, his wife and five
children, represent one
of about 50 South Vietnamese families to settle in the area. They do
not have many spare
moments for festivities,
as they adjust to the
U.S. way of life.
"In Vietnam, we had
more time. We could
write more letters to
relatives. Here there is
no time. We work too
hard." Tran said.
Tran and his wife,
LeThu Nguyen Thi.
spoke of their native
customs in an interview

at their Nichola.sville
home Saturday and of
the ways of the country
they've adopted.
"We would go to the
church or temple at the
New Year to salute our
ancestors," said the
5-year-old Tran, who is
an engineer for the Urban County Government
in Lexington.
He said Americans
don't speak of
"ancestors" and their
concept of family tends
to be a narrow one that
makes. distant uncles
and aunts and cousins
marginal relatives.
Even parents here don't
get the respect that
would be their due in
Asian culture, Tran
noted.
Tran said his family
holds no grudges
against America for
pulling out of Vietnam,
but they think there is a
lot of misunderstanding
about the war.
A recent Public
Broadcasting Service
documentary on the
war, Tran said, was unfair and one-sided. He
even laughed a little
when he talked about
the television series, but
said the source of the
laughter wilt; too much
to explain.
Mrs. Nguyen
her
parents' name) had
praise for the value

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES,INC.
Has A Price You Can Live With.

1972 FORD VAN
6 Cyl., 3 Speed
$1,20006
NOW $950"
PRICES SLASHED ON ALL
GMC TRADE-INS

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES,INC.
3 Miles South
on Hwy. 641
MURRAY, KY.
502-753-1372

Americans place on
education.
She said a child born
to poor parents in South
Vietnam would stand little chance of getting a
complete 'education.
And the family is impressed with the way
America cares for its
poor.
"Poor is poor" in
South Vietnam, Mrs.
Nguyen said. "The
government would not
help them."
The Trans were not
poor in Vietnam, with
both parents getting
university educations
and they lived in a
10-bedroom home in
Saigon. They owned
three country villas, a
dress shop, a gift shop, a
beauty parlor and a concession to supply drinking water to ships.
But when the family
fled the North Vietnamese, they escaped
with only a little cash
and a small amount of
gold. Tran also packed a

Bible for his wife, who and obtairfed an
was converted to engineering degree
Catholicism by her
Both are now U.S
French school teachers. citizens and their oldest
He brought a Buddhist daughter has earned a
prayer book for himself pharmacy degree at
and there was also room UK, while a son is a
for a pair of table-top sophomore pre-medical
glass horses.
student at the
Mrs. Nguyen went to university.
work as a beautician
The Trans' twin girls,
and later earned an ac- who were 3 when the
counting degree at Lex- family left Saigon, now
ington Technical In- are cheerleaders at
stitute. Tran, a civil Jessamine Junior High
engineer in the South School.
Vietnamese army, signAll the twins
ed up for classes at the remember of their
University of Kentucky homeland is their dog.

Mulloy is candidate
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The first
Democratic challenger
for Kentucky's 4th
District congressional
seat has announced his
plans to run.

tive office in his bid
against U.S. Rep. Gene
Snyder, a Republican.
Mulloy, 30, has no major opponents now for
the Democratic nomination for the district,
Louisville attorney W. which comprises porPatrick Mulloy is mak- tions of Jefferson Couning his first try for elec- ty, Northern Kentucky
and counties along Interstate 71.
Snyder, 56, has had
BOBBY WOLFF
the 4th District spot
since 1966 and is seeking
his 11th congreSsional
NORTH
1-30-A
•Q 7 3
term, having served one
•J
term in the 3rd District.
*AJ6
He said Saturday that
4AQ7642
he would announce his
WEST
EAST
•10 8 4 2
re-election campaign
•A 9 5
A10765
VQ942
after President
* Q 10 2
•
Reagan's campaign
•5
J 10 9 3
announcement
.
SOUTH
Snyder declined to
•KJ6
•K 8 3
comment on Mulloy's
•K 7 5 4 3
announcement Satur•K 8
day at the Jefferson
Vulnerable: Both Dealer: County Courthouse and
North. The bidding:
later in Fort Mitchell.
And the challenger
North East
South West
14
Pass
10
Pass
admitted his race will
24
Pass
All
3 NT
be a difficult one.
Pass .
"I do not lightly
dismiss the difficulty of
Opening lead: Heart six
challenging this incumfinesse and 3-2 split provide bent," Mulloy said.
a second chance to land the , However, he accused
game (five diamonds, three Snyder of using "his ofclubs and one heart).
fice for his own ends for
too long."
Lead with The Aces
"A man who is owned
lock, stock and barrel
South holds: 1-30-B
by the utility companies
#A 6 2
and the companies he
I3
regulates in Congress
•7 4 2
4 10 9 8 7 2
does not owe his first
allegiance to the
citizens of this district,"
Niselh East
South West
he said.
140
1 NT
Pass
24
Pass
Pass
3,
4V
The reference is to
Pass
Pass
Pass
Snyder's real-estate
ANSWER: Club 10. East's
dealings on behalf of
one no-trump may include
electric
utilities.
the spade king. Best to wait
Mulloy alleged that
with the spade ace.
three utility companies
Seed bridge questions to The Aces,
have owed Snyder
P.O. Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
$200:000 annually for the
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply
Continued on page 7

THE ACES
."The harder you work,
the luckier you get." —
Gary Player.
Today's club suit offers
the best chance to win six
quick tricks. However, if
one were to run into bad
luck in that suit, he must be
prepared to fall back on the
possibilities in the diamond
suit.
West leads fourth from
his longest and strongest
and South takes East's
queen with his king. Obviously, it's best to play the
club suit; how should South
play?
If South makes the routine play of cashing the club
king and leading his eight to
dummy's ace, West discards
and the hand becomes
impossible. Stuck in the
dummy,South has no way to
bring in the diamond suit
without giving up the lead
and the contract goes down
at least one trick.
It is correct to play the
clubs first, but South must
be careful about how he
does it. After winning his
heart king, South should
lead his low club to
dummy's ace and a low one
back to his king. If clubs
behave, it is a simple matter to cross to dummy's diamond ace to score six clubs,
two diamonds and a heart.
When clubs fail to break,
South now knows that he
needs five diamond winners
on the run. In his hand with
the club king, South takes a
first-round finesse in
diamonds. The "lucky"
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623 South 4th

Murray, Ky. •PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST.
Nunn Better

Martha White

Meal

Flour

89 800

890

Pepsi, Diet
Pepsi, or
Mt. Dew

Del Monte

$

Turner Ice Cream 4 Qt. Pail $3.59

00 1 09
320z

Buttermilk Margarine

a.
•

$

8

Fischer Cheese 16 Slices 12 Oz. 98°
Turner

Parkay

Turner

Totinto

Sour
Cream

Pizza
Assorted Variety

80z.

99 48 49° 96°

'h Gal.

1 Lb.

Nunn Better Dog Food 25 Lb. $3.99

Pepsi, Mt. Dew
or Dr. Pepper
8 Pk. 16 Oz.

10 Lb. Bag Red

Reelfoot Bacon 12 Oz. $1.19
Hi-Dri

ls
Potatoes Towe
Jumbo Rolls

R.C., Diet
Rite, R.C. 100
8 Pk. 16 Oz.

$ 1 28 $ 69
$
1
2
49
Plus Deposit

Plus Deposit

MIPP7'^&

Richtex Shortening 42 Oz. $1.23

Reelfoot Bologna 1 Lb. $1.19
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by
iced fortestur
Newton-John and Travolta: together again
I wasn't prepared to
like "Two of a Kind,"
which has been roasted
alive by a couple of
movie critics I've read
recently. Besides,
Olivia Newton-John and
John Travolta, one-time
members of the "Teen
Beat" school of celebrity ("Win a dream date
with John Travolta" 1,
aren't my favorite actors. So I thought I'd use
the oportunity to polish
my scorn and enhance
my reputation for good
taste.
Unhappily, NewtonJohn and Travolta turn
in competent performaces, and their vehicle, a romantic comedy
set in new York, is
rather entertaining.
Its strength lies in a
well-constructed, inventive plot. The story
begins in Heaven, where
God, called The Boss, is
once again fed up with
mankind's wicked
ways. Naturally, he
wants to destroy us. But
four merciful angels wring a concession from
God. If they can get two
humans, chosen at random, to make supreme
sacrifices for one
another, God will put off
Doomsday till another
time.
The two humans
chosen at random turn
out to be, surprise,
Newton -John and
Travolta, she an aspiring actress with a
larcenous heart, he an
inventor of useless
gadgets.
I've seen better gods
and angels in movies. I
like my gods more flippant and less omniscient. The God in "Two
of a Kind" sounds like
he's trapped in a
reverberator box, and
he quotes Shakespeare.
Quite a bore. (He tells
his angels that he's been
on vacation since 1961,
which made a lot of
sense to me.)
Heaven isn't much
better: Greek architecture and angels playing
golf on fluffy clouds.
What's going on below
is much more interesting. For one thing,
Satan, always a more
lively character than
God, hangs out on

Earth. As usual, Satan
Newton-John is growis a smoothy and a bit of ing old and ought to
a fop. Not as usual, he ween herself from her
turns out to be quite a girlish ways. Travolta's
decent chap. In fact, the lithe, muscled body (my
deus ex machina of the wife's words), which
plot turns out to be none were constructed during
other than Old Nick the filming of "Staying
himself. (Is this a sign Alive," are on display.
of the times that Satan
"Two of a Kind" is a
is a more symathetic mild PG. Outside of
character than God?)
Travolta's rippling pecs
The rock soundtrack (my wife's words),
If probably the weakest there is no nudity. I
part of the movie. The think there are a few
numerous songs, most mild swear words.
of which are sung by Travolta and NewtonNewton-John, are over- John wrestle on the
produced and very couch, but she resists. I
forgettable.
give the movie a B.

Protestant leaders speak
out against hunger report
NEW YORK (AP) —
Several Protestant
leaders have criticized
the report of President
Reagan's Task Force on
Food Assistance, saying
it erroneously implies
that church soup kitchens can help solve the
hunger problem
permanently.
"The soup kitches are
an emergency measure,
not the solution." said
Claire Randall, general
secretary of the National Council of Churches. Noting that increasing numbers of
people are coming to
church feeding programs, she added:
"Churches won't be
able to continue to meet
that increasing problem
indefinitely. The church
can handle some
emergencies, but it is
not a permanent answer

to the problem."
She and other council
officials commended
some aspects of the task
force's recommendations, such as raising
asset limits for food
stamp eligibilliv.
The Rev. David
Crean, head of the council's ecumenical review
board that s:!reens
financial requests for
denominational aunger
funds from community
groups, said "The churches are being stretched
to the limit to provide
food assistance."
He says that "for the
government to tirn over
the feeding '3f the
hungry to the religious
community conAltutes,
in effect, double taxation" of church
members who pty for
the programs

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Mat kind of day will tomor- TAURUS
row be? To find out whet be (API'. 20to May 20) tSitii?
stars say, read be forecast
Agents have valuable job
gives for your birth sign.
leads. A partner seems unwilling to compromise. Investigate a business proposition at a distance.
ARUM
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 1
GEMINI
,4
1
You'll receive helpful ad- iMay 21 to June 20)
A co-worker jockeys for
vice about a career matter,
but a friend is prone to an out- position. Loved ones reach
burst of temperament. Trust agreement about joint expenditares and investments. Hold
your intuition.
fastto ethics.
CANCER
(June 21 to July =)
Relations with spouses are a
plus, but a child may be difficult to comprehend. Singles
are at a turning point in a relationship.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. M) II24g
Be sure to elicit the support
of others on the job. A family
"Big refunds are the best catch of all at
member is not direct about
tax time. That's why I rely on HoStIl
needs. Look beneath the surBlock. My prepgrer is trained to know
face.
where to look for every deduction
VIRGO
and credit. And over the
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
long haul, that means
You may feel stymied about
more money in my
a work project. Shopping
pocket."
leads to expenditures for
children. You'll probably find
something special.
LIBRA
People who know
(Sept. 23toOct. V) —
their business go to
Entertaining relatives is a
plus now, but let others call
Phone: 753-9204
903 Arcadia
the shots about how to spend
Open 9 o.m.4 p.m. Weekdays, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat.
leisure time. A money matter
concerns you.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) IneeltP
Communications with
others are favored, but you
may come down too bard on a
family member.Stress leniency and tolerance.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Efforts to obtain privileged
information won't succeed.
Some good news comes about
money. Be watchful for
bargains today.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 toJan.19)
You won't approve of a
friend's tactics. It's time to
make changes in your wardrobe. Spruce up to make the
best of appearances.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
You'll help someone out in
need today, but a higher-41p
seems close-mouthed. Don't
pry, especially if it's none of
your business.
PISCES
'
(Feb.19to Mar.20) "t1p.A
An adviser may Dot level
with you. Friends are your
test confklants now.\Ele sure
t) sake appreciating if it's
4Usdfer.
HORN TODAt are a
seller of yourself and
- 601 S. 12th Street
Feedlot Too have a Bair
Murray
coinibuniestIng ideas,
763A111
though sometimes you're too
sitlf-Osorbill. You may have
• apstial talent for writing,
teaddig and show !Asians.
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We're
Branching Out

On Fridays and Saturdays the Triangle Inn
serves real hickory smoked Barbeque Ribs with
choice of potato, slaw
or baked beans.

Try
our
barbeque
shoulders for plate lunches or sandwiches.

Triangle Inn
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State lottery may be option over tax
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Political factors
account for both the
reasons a bill for a
statewide lottery might
pass and the reasons it
might fail.
Many representatives, especially from
rural sections of Kentucky, say they have
moral objections to
legalizing a lottery —
even if it could help the
state out of a potentially
serious revenue shortfall this coming
biennium.
However, other
legislators like the lottery idea better than a
tax proposal.
And that could push a
lottery through this
Legislature and onto the
ballot in November.
"I've heard a lot of
sentiment in the House
for a lottery versus a
tax," said Rep. David
Thomason, D Henderson. "It's an
option.
In each of the last two
sessions ,of the General
Assembly, bills that
could have led to a staterun lottery passed in the
Senate but never saw
the light of day in the
House.
Once again this year,
such a bill is pending in
the Senate. But, for a
switch, some House
members are also con
sidering such a
proposal.
Establishing a lottery
in Kentucky would be no
easy task.
Section 226 of the Kentucky Constitution expressly forbids lotteries
and "gift enterprises."
As a result, it would
take a two-thirds majority vote of both the
House and Senate, a
signature by the governor and a majority vote
of the populace to allow
a lottery.
Senate Bill 116 would
amend that section of
the Constitution and
allow a lottery on the
Kentucky Derby and
remove any prohibitions
against charitable bingo
operations.
The two previous bills
would also have allowed
lotteries on the Derby,
but Sen. William
Quinlan, D-Louisville, a
co-sponsor of the
measure, said he is unsure whether a single,
annual lottery is the

best way to approach
the matter.
"We could remove the
prohibition generally
and then allow the
Legislature to establish
how the lottery would
operate," Quinlan said.
The attraction of a lottery is simple, supporters say. It can raise
substantial sums of
money without really
qualifying as a tax, a
topic most lawmakers
prefer to avoid.
Just how much money
a lottery would raise is
open to debate.
Quinlan estimates a
lottery on the Derby
could raise from $50
million to $70 million annually for state coffers.
Opponents say those
figures are far too high.
According to information compiled by the
Legislative Research
Commission, 17 states
and the District of Columbia permitted lotteries in 1983.
The lottery industry in
1980 had $2.4 billion in
gross sales, according
to the study. But that
figure can be deceiving
because most states require at least 45 percent
of the total is usually
paid out in prizes and
there are also a dministratle costs
inirolved.
According to a June
1983 edition of State
Government News, a
publication of The Council of State Governments, Arizona, realized revenuees of $37
million on sales of $114
million.
The same report
noted Maryland received $189.2 million on
sales of $455.2 million.
Other states with lotteries, such as New
York, realized far more
money — $385 million —
but also have a much
larager population than
Kentucky.
Arizona is slighly
smaller than Kentucky
in population and
Maryland is slightly
larger.
Colorado, which is
also slightly smaller
ttian Kentucky, started
its lottery in January
1982. The first year of
sales generated $218
million for state
revenues. State officials, however, project
that total to drop

Revenue Committee.
"If the lotter were used
to provide surplus funds
for emergencies, it
might not be a bad idea.
Otherwise, it presents
problems."
There are also other
technical problems with
using lottery money to
help the state pay its
bills.
Kentucky faces a
potentially serious
revenue shortfall this
coming biennium. Even
if the Legislature ap-

proves the measure and
the voters do likewise in
November, it would
take many months to set
up the lottery.
Those problems were
noted by Collins administration officials
when asked why they ignored a lottery when
casting about for new
sources of revenue to
fund the governor's
programs.
But the factors likely
to kill a lottery idea are
political, not economic.

CHICAGO (Al') —
For Peggy Wise, music
transcends race and
social status. That's
why she and a friend
created a new musicinstruction program for
children whose parents
can afford lessons, and
for those who can't.
In her classes at the
Suzuki-Orff School for
Young Musicians, tots
who live in affluent
areas sit next to
children from the innercity.
"You teach children
because they're
children, not because

••• Continued from page 6

past six years. He cited nati Gas & Electric in
/ as his source Snyder's Boone County already
reports to the Federal have expired.
Election Commission, to
Mulloy promised to
which congressmen support policies to spur
disclose outside income. small-business growth,
Snyder said Mulloy's reduce the risk of
reference to his income nuclear war, reduce the
from utilities is "not ac- federal deficit fairly,
curate." He said he had cut unemployment and
been paid by three give women their "fair
utlities for services in share of the economic
arranging property pur- pie."
chases in Kentucky.
The Louisville native
The congressman said and Vanderbilt Univerhe receives $25,000 a sity graduate managed
year from American the unsuccessful 1981
Electric Power in Lewis campaign of Jefferson
County and $10,000 from County Commissioner
Louisville Gas & Elec- Jim "Pop" Malone for
tric Co. in Trimble County Judge-executive
County. He said the Mitch McConnell's seat.
LG&E payments are He also served as
about to expire and the lawyer for the
$ 1 0 , 0 0 0 annual Democratic National
payments from Cincin- Telethon last year.

We will
be closed
Tuesday
January 31
for Inventory.
We will re-open
Wednesday, February 1
at 10 a.m.

Chicago's housing projects — Cabrinl-Green
— in the fall of 1982.
She contacted the
Ferguson Child-Parent
Center, a public school
program in which
parents from CabriniGreen are taught how to
play with and teach
their preschool
children.
The center supplied
her with 40 names and
she called them all, informing them of what
she was offering. The
first 10 who called back
were signed up for the
Continued on page 12
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Sav
e
20
%
Spring window dressing.

'3
to
$4
off
Gentry. and Stafford shirts

20% savings on all priscilla curtains, sheer panels and
lined Westwood draperies. Here's just a sampling. Come choose
from all the rest in store, also at 20%.
Reg. Sale
100x84" polyester/cotton Newport priscillas
$24
100x84" polyester voile Satin Lady priscillas
$24 $33
18
8 pr:.
1
50x84" poly/rayon/acrylic Westwood draperies
$42

•

Sale 13.99
Reg. $17. Our Gentryf' dress shirt is tailored with the lean, trim fit
a young man wants. Comes in an easy-care blend of polyester/
cotton. A great choice of patterns. Men's sizes 142 to 17.
Reg.$18. Our Stafford" button-down oxford shirt comes in a wellbehaved blend of cotton/polyester. Select from the season's best
solids and stripes. Men's sizes 14'2 to 17%2.
Stafford" Classic Collection shirt, 14'..2-17, Reg. $18 Sale 13.99

Savings as welcome as Spring! These, and lots more in store.

30% off
In-stock mini-blinds.
Sale 17.50-52.50. Reg. $25-$75
Easy to adjust tapeless mini blinds with
slim 1" slats. Poly enamel finish on steel
in choice fashion colors.

25% off
Entire line
Women's
Uniforms.

Save
$8
Leather dress shoes.
Sale 38.99 Reg. $45. Classic wing-tip oxford
style in black leather. Men's sizes.
Men's tassel slip-on in brown leather,
Reg. 39.99 Sale 31.99
Men's black slip-on with leather upper and
sole, Reg. 39.99 Sale 31.99
Sale prices'AWN* through Saturday.-

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Mon.-Sot. 10-6 p.m.
Fridays til 8

Save $21

Comfort Suited Separates:
Sale 74.99 2-pc. stall Reg. $96. Woven stretch
polyester that looks and feels like wool, yet
washes with ease. Mix or match colors. Men's
regular, short and long sizes.
Also sold separately:
• Comfort blazer, Reg. $70 Sale $55
Comfort slacks, Regs$26 Salo 19.99

JCPenney
.11044 J C Pinney Company Inc

-

they're underprivileged
or whether their parents
can ptiy," she said in a
telephone interview.
"If were going to provide an environment
where children can
grow and be nurtured by
music, it should be
available for all
children, whether their
parents can afford it or
not."
Armed with a $2,200
grant from the Chicago
Council on Fine Arts
that she planned to use
for scholarships, Ms.
Wise went looking for
children from one of

Pre Spring Sale

Sale $18 to $33

Mullo y

.00

substantially by the end
of the current fiscal
year on July 1 to about
$140 million.
Colorado's experience
points up on of the major problems with counting on lottery proceeds
to pay state bills.
"There is a real question about how reliable
is the source of constant
dollars," said Sen. Mike
Moloney. a Lexington
Democrat who is chairman of the Senate Appropriations and

New music program begins
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080
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Pro Bowl

NBA All-Star Game

Theismann voted MVP
after record passing
to lead NFC over AFC

East All-Stars win in OT, 154-145;
Pistons' Thomas scores 21 for MVP

HONOLULU (AP) - Joe Theismann, who
helped the Washington Redskins become the
highest-scoring club in National Football
League history, _brought his act to Hawaii and
started the Pro Bowl scoreboard flashing.
Theismann shattered two Pro Bowl passing
records and ignited an National Conference
scoring onslaught that ended in a 45-3 victory
over the American Conference in Sunday's allstar game. Bdth the 45 points and the margin of
victory also were Pro Bowl records. ,
Theismann completed 21. of 27 passes,
rewriting the Pro Bowl standard of 17 completions set by Dan Fouts last year, and threw for
three touchdowns, tops ever in the annual NFCAFC clash.
And he played just over half the game, sharing the quarterback duty with San Francisco's
Joe Montana.
"You put a group like this together and football is really fun." said Theismann. who guided
the Redskins to an NFL-record 541 points during the regular season.
Asked if his performance. which earned him
Player of the Game honors, helped ease the
pain of the Reskins 38-9 Super Bowl loss to the
Los Angeles Raiders a week ago, Theismann
answered: "No, I didn't come out here for
that."
While the National Conference's offense was
piling up the points, its defense was throttling
the potentially high-powered AFC offense.
The NFC logged a Pro Bowl-high eight sacks
of San Diego's Fouts and Kansas City's Bill
Kenney.
Tampa Bay's Lee Roy Selmon and
Washington's Dave Butz logged two sacks
apiece, and safety Nolan Cromwell of the Los
Angeles Rams ran a Fouts interception 44
yards for .a touchdown. NFc Coach Bill Walsh of the San Francisco
49ers was duly impressed by the performance
of his squad.
'I think this could be the greatest group of
players- ever put together on one team," he
said. "The guarterbacks. the receivers, the
linebackers and defensive linemen are particularly impressive.
"It's hard to explain how- a game like this
turns into such a one-sided affair ... We may
have had a little more incentive since the NFC
Redskins lost the Super Bowl last Sunday."
Although Theisma:nn, who started off with 11
consecutive completions, had the most spectacular outing, a couple of NFC runners also
turned in fine perfebmances.
Atlanta's William Andrews included a pair of
touchdown catches in his five receptions for 49
yards, and he also rushed six times for 43
yards.
Eric Dickerson of the Los Angeles Rams, who
-gained 1,808 yards to lead the league in rushing
and become its top rookie runner ever, led the
Pro Bowl rushers with 46 yards on 11 carries.
Fouts managed seven completions in just
nine attempts for 103 yards, while Kenney connected on only seven of 32 throws for 80 yards.
"We just made too many mistakes and the
NFC took advantage of them," said Seattle's
Chuck Knox, who coached the AFC squad.

PRO BOWL MVP - Washington Redskins quarterback Joe Theismann signs an
autograph for a native admirer prior to the Pro BoWl in Honolulu. Theismann set a
new Pro Bowl record by completing 21 of 27 passes and earned the game's MVP
award after leading the National Football Conference over the American Football
Conference, 45-3.

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Third-ranked Kentucky hopes to secure at
least half the
Southeastern Conference basketball lead
halfway through the
season tonight when the
Wildcats entertain Tennessee in oneof two SEC
games.
The Wildcats, who
thrashed No. 18 Georgia
64-40 Saturday, currently share the lead with
Auburn, each with a 6-2
SEC record. Auburn will
be heavily favored to

stretch its league mark
to 7-2 when the Tigers
entertain Mississippi on
Tuesday night.
Tonight's other game
has Georgia at
Vanderbilt.
Florida, developing
into the season's
darkhorse contender,
moved into a tie for
third place with No. 10
Louisiana State on Sunday when the Gators
smashed Ole Miss 78-48.
LSU became top-ranked
North Carolina's 17th
victim Sunday when the
Tar Heels overcame a

high 34 points in overtime and the 76ers' Andrew Toney hit nine of
his 13 points in the extra
period.
Kareem AbdulJabbar of Los Angeles,
making his record-tying
13th All-Star appearance, finished with
25 points to lead the
West.

'The greatest basketball players
got together and played ...
And I was the greatest player
in the world today.'
- Isiah Thomas
But Seattle's Jack
Sikma triggered a
dramatic West rally,
capped by Magic
Johnson's basket that
tied it at 132-132 with 20
seconds remaining.
Both teams had a
chance to win in regulation, but a 20-footer by
Boston's Larry Bird
with about six seconds
left only nicked the
hoop. The West got the
rebound, but a desperation jumper by the
Lakers' .Johnson from
outside the three-point
line hit only the
backboard.
Thomas opened the
overtime period with a
three-point play, and the
West never threatened
after that.
Julius Erving of the
Philadelphia 76ers tossed in six of his game-

The losing coach,
Frank Layden of the
Utah Jazz, said Thomas
deserved the MVP
award. And after the
game a smiling Thomas
happily told a mob of
reporters what the
award meant to him.
"We're the greatest
.1,sketball players in
the world," he said.
"There aren't any better players anywhere.
The greatest basketball
players in the world got
together and played today. And I was the
greatest player in the
world today.
"You can't even imagine what it's like.
There's no way to- imagine it. I imagined this
happening just like me
marrying Princess Di,"
he said.

All Wool

Tiger
Jackets
Black/Gold Trim
Size 4-48

I
SPORTING GOODS

Tiger lead in the final 12
minutes for a 90-79
triumph.
In other SEC action
Saturday, Tennessee
snapped an eight-game
conference losing streak
on the road with a 76-69
victory over Vanderbilt
and Alabama dumped
Mississippi State 75-57.
Both Florida and LSU
have 5-3 league records
and four other teams remain very much in contention with only four
SEC setbacks each Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee and Vandy.

Florida, 9-7 overall,
never trailed Sunday in
handing .01e Miss,
Winless in the SEC, its
eight conference setback in a row.
"We're in a position
now...that we're right in
the thick of the thing,"
Gator Coach Norm
Sloan said. "We're now
talking about fighting
for the conference
championship instead of
the upper division. I feel
very good about where
we are right now."
Andrew Moton scored
20 points and Ronnie

Williams added 14 in the tempt late in the game.
victory over Ole Miss,
Michael Jordan had 23
5-12. Bruce Transberger of his 29 points in the sehad 12 points for the cond half and Sam
Rebels.
Perkins contributed 19
North Carolina, which points and 17 rebounds
trailed 55-53 with 12 for the Tar Heels. Jerry
minutes to play, secured Reynolds had a careerIts victory over LSU by high 29 for the Bayou
hitting 13 of 16 free Bengals, and Derrick
throws in the final 6:28. Taylor added 13.
It was a costly triumph
"I thought it was a
for the Tar Heels, who lack of confidence on
lost freshman guard our part down the
Kenny Smith for an In- stretch," LSU Coach
defififte period when he Dale Brown said. "You
fractured his left wrist don't match basket for
when fouled by .John basket against the topTudor on a dunk at- ranked team on the
road."
"You don't spend a lot
of time worrying about
a blowout, and there's
no other way to describe
i t,
" Coach Hugh
Durham of Georgia said
following Saturday's
AUTO 7-loss to Kentucky. "Let
LAUNDRY(
me take this coat off.
It's got powder burns on
The Prokssionel Torre
it from that explosion
Open Mon. thru Thurs. Open Friday 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Closed
out there."
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sunday
Sat 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Kentucky, 15-2, used
an 18-0 run during a
10%-minute stretch of
the second half to pull
away from Georgia, 12-5
Sunday's College Basketball Scores
Wake Forest 84. Virginia 78
Sunday's Game
and 4-4, in the regionally
vinanova
A
54
All-Star -Game. East 154, West
televised game.
58. Arkansas
145. OT
MIDWEST
Monday's Games
Bradley 113, West Texas St 81
Melvin Turpin led the
N Carolina 90, Louisiana St. 79
No games scheduled
Butler 56, Xavier 53
Wildcats with 18 points,
,ra
SA1
67abama S
8°
2.UNT.H
C Charlotte 77
Tuesday's Gaines
Dayton 73. Providence 17
Sam Bowie had 12, KenFAR WEST
E. Illinois 75, E. Washington 68
Atlanta at Washington'
cal .Irvine 78, Cal -Santa BarE. Michigan 62, Cent. Michigan
Detroit at Cleveland
ny Walker 11 and Jim
60
San Diego at Indiana
Master 10. Vern FlemSaturday s Scores
New York at San Antonio
III.-Chicago 90. N. Iowa 78
Boston at Chicago
Illinois 75. Michigan 66, 4 OT
ing and Horace
Boston Coll. 9E1.S
A Se
T ton Hall 78
Illinois St. 90. So. Illinois 82
Houston at Kansas City
McMillan each tallied 11
Bucknell 87, Delaware 72
Indiana 54. Iowa 47
Seattle vs. Utah In Las Vegas
George Washington 58, Rutgers
Portland at Los Angeles
Indiana St. 35. Drake 82
for the Bulldogs, and
Kansas 65, Kameas St. 54
Milwaukee at Golden State
Gerald Crosby added 10,
(ieorgetown 83,Pittsburgh 52
Marquette 66. Louisville 60
Haw Cross 69, Artily 58
but no other Georgia
Miami,Ohio 81, Bowling Green 80
lona)M. St. Peter's 58"
Morehead St. 66, Akron 73, OT
player scored more than
I.afaVette 83. Rider 81. OT
N. Illinois 86. W. Michigan 76
two points.
LaSalle 84. Fordham 73
Notre Dame 62. Maryland 47
New Hampshire 89. Yale 77
Ohio 19, Toledo 46
"Our defense in the
Princeton 63, Pennsylvania 51
Ohio St. 72, Northwestern 51
High School Basketball
second half was the difSt Joseph's 75. Penn St. 63
Purdue 72. Michigan St. 54
Saturday's Games
Syracuse 78. St John's 74, OT
St. Louis 64, Evansville 61. OT
ference," Kentucky
Boys
Te9ple 90, W. Virginia 80
SW Missouri 56, Valparaiso 54
Coach Joe B. Hall said.
Burgin
69. Deming 67
SOUTH
Wichita St. BO. Creighton 67
Carlisle Co. 77. Lowe.42
Alabarna,74. Mississippi 57
WI..-Green Bay 70. W. Illinois 58
"That
got our (fast)
Central City 100. Greenville 86
T
75, JacksonYoungstown St. 75, E. Kentucky
break going." Georgia
Brordeellee 47, Cloverport 61
UT
61
Livingston Central M. Dawson
Alcorn St 90, Grambling St. 78
scored only 18 second
SOUTHWEST
Springs 47
Baptist 70. Georgia St. 59
Arkansas St. 67. Texas-Arlington
half points.
Marshall Co. 75. Reldland 51
Citadel 83, Appalachian St. 69
81
Geis
Tennessee, 13-7 and
Iuk
I:elae gs•a7r Clemsonest 713,F1orida
.6
Houston 84, Baylor 58
A&M 74
Lou invt Troy
Oklahoma St. 63. Missouri 54
4-4, never trailed after
Championship
Florida St. 87, S Carolina 82
Methodist
105.
Texas
81
So
Marshall Co 45 Belfry 34
taking an early 7-0 lead
;eorge Mason 75, Navy 69
Texas Tech 74. Texas A&M 49
James Madison 71, E. Carolbm 54
FAR WEST
over Vanderbilt, 9-8 and
Alr
Kentucky 44, Georgia 40
Force 49
Brigham Young 69,
4-4. Tony White paced
Louisiana Tech 76. SW Louisiana
Colorado SO. Nebraska 57
the Vols with 20 points
DePaul 84. UCLA 68
PHILADELPHIA
Memphis St 69, Oklahoma 66
Fresno St 58. Long Beach St. 12
and Fred Jenkins added
(AP)
Second-seeded
Carolina 73, Georgia Tech 61
Montana 74. Idaho St 50
NE Loulalana 83, McNees, St. 56
12. Jeff Turner tallied 18
Montana St 69, Weber St 64
John
McEnroe
()id Dominion 56. Vet: 54, OT
Nev .Las Vegas 82. Fullerton St
points and Phil Cox 16
defeated
top-seeded
Richmond 69. William & Mary 60 75. crr
for the Commodores.
S Florida 56, W. Kentucky 64
hey -Reno Sioldaho 70
Ivan Lendl 6-3, 3-6, 6-3,
SE Louisiana 51, Jackson St. 46
New theitledSt. 75, Pacific 69
Buck 'oilman scored
7-6 Sunday to win the
Tennessee 76. Vanderbilt IS
Oregon 80, Arizona St. 69
18 points and Darrell
Teruiessee Tech 76, Austin Peay
Oregon St. 44. California 12
$375,000 U.S. Pro InSan Diego 4111, Banta Clara 62
door title for the third .Neal 15to lesidlliabarna
Tn -Chattanooga 77. Furman 66 • San Diego St. 73. Hawaii 68
to its victor. Tracy
Virginia Tech 69. CincinnaU 51
consecutive year.
Stanford 68. Washington St 118
Taylor and Kelvin
Hildreth each had 14 for
Mississippi State.
The victory lifted the

SCOREBOARD
[Th

Pyramid and Delong 24 oz.
Suggested
Retail $SO

Sale

20
1203 Chestnut
Murray, Ky.

College Basketball Results

Pro Basketball

High School
Basketball

_,4)1771 0
Viemio%)

Pro Tennis

Overloaded electrical wiring
could cause a fire in your home Don't
take chances If fuses blow, breakers trip, or
lights dim, have a qualified electrician inspect your
home's wiring. It's a safety check that could save your life

iv4

"Everything I said in
the dressing room at
halftime they started to
listen to in the third
quarter," said the winning coach, K.C. Jones of
the Boston Celtics.
With 3:50 left to go in
regulation, the East had
rolled to a 128-119 lead
and appeared to have
the game in hand.

As halfway mark nears, UK looks for half of SEC lead

Close-Out thru Feb. 15

Phone
753-8844

DENVER (AP) After the East All-Stars
downed their West
counterparts for a
record fifth straight
year, Isiah Thomas insisted that there was only one reason for the
winning streak - luck.
"We've just been
lucky. There are 24
great players out there
and it's just luck that
determines which side
wins," Thomas said of
the East's 154-145 overtime victory in the National Basketball
Association's 34th Annual All-Star Game
Sunday.
"I can't say we had
better players, there
were 24 great players
out there today and we
won, that's all," said
Thomas, the game's
Most Valuable Player.
After going scoreless
in the first half,
Thomas, of the Detroit
Pistons, fueled a late
East surge with deft
ball-handling and 21
points to lift the East to
victory.
"It's special to win.
This game just takes
care of itself," Thomas
said. "Everything you
do just seems to turn out
right."
Thomas got 10 of his
points in a third-quarter
surge that saw the East
squad steadily slice
away at the West's 76-62
halftime advantage and
narrow the gap to 107-99
at the end of the period.

West Kentucky
Rural Electric
Coop. Corp.
753-5012

-

Crimson Tide to 12-6 for

(Continued on Pg.10)
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A look at the United States' chances in the Winter Olympics
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By D. BYRON YAKE
The contrasts conAP Sports Editor
tinue. More countries
SARAJEVO, and more athletes will
Yugoslavia (AP) — A participate in more
12-day spectacle of visi- events than anytime
in
ble contrasts will unfold the Winter Games
,
Feb. 7, when the XIV which began in 1924 at
Winter Olympics begin Chamonix, France.
in Sarajevo.
More money has been
There is the old Sara- paid for television rights
jevo with the flavor of — and more hours of
a Turkish bazaar, televised coverage of
minarets' spires, cob- the games will be seen
blestone streets. And than ever before.
there is the new SaraAnd yet, for the first
jevo, with a more time, the Winter Olymmodern look, tall pics will be held in an
skyscrapers made of Eastern European counglistening steel and try — an independent
stone.
Communist country —
The Olympic athletes, and that adds a touch of
in some ways, will mir- mystery.
ror that old and new.
Yugoslavia appears to
At one extreme are be ready to prove,
veterans trying one however, that it can
more time to win a handle the onrush of
medal. At the other, 1,600 athletes from 49
athletes, some as young countries, , the 4,000
as 15 or 16 years of age, media representatives,
will be participating for the 60,000 visitors.
the first time.
"We will not fail,"
There's Franz Klam- says Pavle Lukac of the
mer of Austria, an Sarajevo Olympic
Olympic gold medalist Organizing Committee.
in the 1976 games in InHistory bathes this
n sb ru c k , back for river city and its 440,000.
another try at thg
The texture of Saradownhill at the age of 30. jevo is a curious mix. It
The Mahre brothers, has a Turkish influence
Phil and Steve, of the that extends back to
United States, will be 1435, when the city got
there, too, in the slalom its name — "Land of
events. Off this season's Southern Slays." It was
performances, their stamped in history in
chances for gold medals 1914 when a young stuappear modest, but Phil
has won the World Cup
three times and says
this will be his last year
after 11 on the U.S
team.
John Harrington and
Phil Verchota of the 1980
U.S. hockey team that
won the gold in Lake
Placid are back: So are
35-year-old Alexandar
Maltesev and 32-yearold goalkeeper
Vladislav Tretiak of the
Russian hockey team.
There is 1976 crosscountry silver medalist
Bill Koch of the U.S.
nordic team, who missed the gold in Lake
Placid, but who has a
fine chance for a medal
this year.
Plenty of young stars,
untested in Olympic
games, seem ready for
stardom. Count on
figure skaters Scott
Hamilton and Rosaylnn
Somners, the U.S. national champions and
defending world
champs, to do well
Hamilton, in fact, ma
be the best American
hope for gold. And there
are Pat Lafontaine and
Scott Bjugstad, star
m,
embers of the
youngest U.S. hockey
team in history.

dent, Gavrilo Princip,
murdered the Archduke
•Franz Ferdinand, heir
to the Austro-Hungarian
Empire, triggering
World War I.
In 1941, the Nazi Germany toppled
Yugoslavia, and more
than 10,000 residents of
Sarajevo were killed.
Today, Yugoslavia is
a country with economic
troubles including 60 per
cent inflation and a
heavy national debt.
Yet, there is a warm
spirit that greets
visitors and makes
them feel welcome.
Preparation for the
games started in 1979,
and since that time
Sarajevo has constructed two new figure
skating arenas and a
speed skating oval, and
renovated the local soccer stadium where the
opening and closing
ceremonies will be held.
Slopes for skiing were
carved out of the mountain Bjelasnica, a new
bobsled and luge track
was built on Trebevic
mountain and new
hotels sprang up.
The Olympic committe is working on a
budget of $160 million,
but Lukac predicts costs
will be held to $130
million and that the

games will show a
profit.
One reason for budget
optimism is the $91.5
million ABC-TV paid for
American TV rights.
ABC plans to televise
634 hours, over 10 hours
more than ever before
from a Winter Games.
With a six-hour time difference from the East
Coast, the network will
tape the daytime events
and go live for some of
the night events, such as
skating or hockey.
Americans can anticipate a strong overall
performance from the
U.S. team, yet it will be
difficult to match the
drama of 1980 — of Eric
Heiden, who won five
gold medals, or the excitment of the hockey
team's golden victory.
The U.S. team won 12
medals four years ago
in Lake Placid, tying its
own best. It has a good
chance to win more than
that this time.
The hockey team,
young and extremely
fast, has the additional
pressure of following a
winner. But it performed well during a threemonth tour playing
against national teams,
college squads and
minor league teams,
finishing with a 37-18-8
record.

Against Canada, their
opponent in their first
game in Sarajevio, the
Americans were 5-4-3.
The Americans face
stiff competition for
medals from Russia, the
pre-Olympic favorite
with many players
returning from its 1980
team, as well as
Czechoslovakia,
Canada, Sweden, West
Germany and Finland.
In skating, the question is simply: "Can
anybody beat
Hamilton?"
The answer is: It
would take an upset.
The 120-pound figure
skater is clearly atop his
sport and at the top of
his game. Judges gave
him four perfect "6s" in
the long program at the
nationals. And he just
seems to get better as
the pressure grows.
The United States has
not won more than two
skating medals in an
Olympics since 1960 at
Squaw Valley, Calif.,
but this year's team has
depth in every event.
"It will be the
strongest team we've
ever sent to the Olympics" says Ron
Ludington„,, coach of
Peter and Kitty Carruthers, America's best
pairs skaters. "I think
we can look realistically
at medals in every
discipline."
In the women's figure
skating, three
Americans, led by
Sumners, who won the
nationals, along with
Tiffany Chin and Elaine
Zayek, should win a
medal or two. In ice
dancing, it's Michael
Seibert and Judy
Blumberg. They won
the national title, yet
are a long shot to win
gold in Sarajevo
because of Jayne Torvill
and Christopher Dean,
the outstanding British
team.
Tamara McKinney
and Christin Cooper are
the hope of the U.S.
women's Alpine skiing.
The U.S. has not won a women's Alpine gold
medal since since Bar-

bara Cochran took the
slalom in 1972.
Koch, a former World
Cup champion in cross
country, is considered
one of the best Nordic
skiers in the world over

any distance. He won
the 30-kilometer preOlympic event in Sarajevo last February, and
will be out to atone for a
disappointing non medal performance in

Lake PLacid four years
ago.
Others ranking at the
topir Nordic events are
Sewden's Gunde Svan in
cross-crountry, Kerry
(Continued on Pg.10)
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US UPSET — The United States hockey team will be trying
to defend the Olympic
gold medal they won in Lake Placid four years ago. The
Americans will face stiff
competition this year from Russia, the pre-Olympic
favorite.
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Lewis aims
to extend
long jump
NEW YORK (AP) —
Carl Lewis has been
threatening to become
the first long jumper to
break the 30-foot barrier, and he thinks this
is the year he will make
it.
"I think I can beat the
world record outdoors
this year, and I think I
can jump 30 feet," he
aaid Friday night after
smashing his world indoor best with a
remarkable leap of 28
feet, 1014 inches in the
Millrose Games at
Madison Square
Garden.
Lewis' winning effort,
on his final attempt,
equalled the second longest jump ever — indoors or outdoors — and
was 914 inches farther
than the previous world
indoor best of 28-1 that
he had set nearly two
years ago.
The 22-year-old from
Willingboro, N.J., ranked the world's No. 1 long
jumper, also had soared
28-1014 in the USA
Championships last
S ummer at Indianapolis. The world.
record is 29-2%, by Bob
Beamon of the United
States in the 7,400-foot
altitude of Mexico City
in the 1968 Olympic
Games.
Lewis is the overwhelming favorite to
win the gold medal in
this year's Los Angeles
Olympics.

OLD AND NEW — American Alpine skier Phil Mahr, left, says 1984
will be his last
on the U.S. men's team while Tamara McKinney, right, represents a hopeful
future
for the U.S. women's team. The pair are pictured with trophies they won
as overall
champions in the World Cup Ski in Japan last March.

We cover all these for life
Carburetor Fue Pump
Aiteinator•Starter
Electronic Ignition
RadiatorkNater Pump

TOP QUALITY PARTS
mow AT DISCOUNT PRICES

Headlights and
Other Bulbs

INAPAO

Air Conditioner
Heating System

Wheel Bearings,Brake
Rotors and Drums

Transmission Case
and intern& Pa,ts

Engine Cylinder Block
and Heads

Mufflers
A great value in a replacement, muffler Specifically
designed for easy installation Unit is complete with
adaptors. mounting parts and instructions in the
carton Available for most U S cars and light
trucks

O.E. Plus Shock
An outstanding value built to equal Or exceed most
original equipment shock specifications The 114.bore has 50% more working capacity than standard 1'' shocks All mounting parts supplred with
Shock

BIG FARM FILTER
SALE COMING SOON!
WATCH THIS PAGE
FOR MORE DETAILS
LATER!

Driyeshatt Univeisal
Joints•Akles

And more with our free
Lifetime Service Guarantee.
We've got you covered on
- thousands of parts for as long as
you own your vehicle. It's our
Lifetime Service Guarantee.
Here's how it works. If you ever
need to have your Ford, Lincoln,
Mercury or Ford Light Truck
fixed, you pay once, and we'll
guarantee that, if the covered
part ever has to be fixed again,

the repairing dealer will fix it
free. Free parts. Free labor. For
as long as -ou own your vehicle.
No matter when or where vou
bought it. The Lifetime Service
Guarantee. We've got you
covered on thousands of parts.
Come in today for details!
This limited warrant covcrs vehicics in
normal use And excludes routine maintenance parts, belts, hoses. sheet metal and
upholstery

We fix cars for keeps.
FORD

MERCURY

LIFETIME
SERVICE
. GUARANTEE
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Sports, Briefly

Morehead overcomes Jakubick's 40 to stay in title chase

I

By The Associated Press
Morehead State survived an 86-78 overtime
struggle with Akron to
stay alive in the Ohio
Valley Conference title
chase.
Desprte Joe
Jakubick •s 40 points.
Morehead State prevailed at Akron as forwards
Eddie Childress and
Earl Harrison put on a
show of their own.
Childress hit 10 of 12
shots and finished with
22 points, while Har-

rison had 21 points and
12 rebounds.
It was Harrison who
scored two quick
baskets in overtime to
give the Eagles an advantage Akron couldn't
overcome. The game
was tied 70-70 at the end
of regulation play.
"We appeared to be a
wee bit flat tonight."
said Morehead coach
Wayne Martin, "but
give a lot of credit to
Akron and Joe

Jakubick. They were OVC), who beat Austin
patient and didn't put up Peay 78-72. Akron fell to
any bad shots."
8-10 and 3-4.
Morehead's record
improved to 13-4 overall
Youngst
n State
and 5-1 in the' OVC, a beat Easte
Kentucky
half game behind 75-61 to imp Dye to 12-6
league-leader Ten- overall and 5-2 in the
nessee Tech (6-1 in the ,
•!onference. Eastern

dropped to 6-12 and 1-5.
Reserve forward John
Keshock had 12 of his 14
points in the second half
and led Youngstown's
scoring. Eastern's
leading scorer, Antonio
Parris, didn't start
because of an injured
Achilles' tendon but he
played 25 minutes and
topped the Colonels'
scoring with 13 points.

5-2
3.4
2-4
2-4
2-5
1-5

12-6
6- 10
a-7
4410
ill
8-12

Upcoming Games
Tuesday — UNC Wilmington at
Akron. Western Kentucky at
Morehead State
Wednesday — Murray State at
Southern Mississippi. UNC Wilmington at Youngstown State
Thursday
Tennessee State at
Middle Tennessee
Friday — Austin Peay at Murray
State 110 30 p m televised game
Saturday — Morehead State at

Basketball This Week
Tonight — Murray High varsity girls host
Christian County.
Tuesday — Murray High varsity boys travel
to Ballard; Calloway County boys and girls
visit Marshall County for Fourth District
games; Murray State Lady Racers host
Mississippi University for Women.
Wednesday — Murray State Racers travel
to Southern Mississippi.
Thursday — Murray High girls host
Hickman County.
Friday — Murray High boys host Carlisle
County; Calloway County boys and girls host
Farmington; Murray State Racers host
Austin Peay (Friday Night Live, 10:30 p.m.
televised game).
SatuWay — Calloway County boys and girls
visit Carlisle County.

Eastern Kentucky, Youngstown
State at Akron. Union at Tennessee

OVC Standings
OVC
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State

Youngstown St
Akron
Murray. State
Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee
Eastern Kentucky

.
NHS Basketball
Tuesday's junior varsity and varsity boys
basketball games scheduled at Ballard
Memorial will begin 30 minutes earlier than
regularly scheduled, according to MHS
Athletic Director Eli Alexander.
1A The junior varsity boys will play at 6 p.m.
Instead of 6:30 and the varsity boys will play
immediately afterwards — about 7:30 p.m.

8
i

All
;1 6
11 4

Tech
Monday Feb 61 — Tennessee
State at Morehead Stale

•

VISA'

Gretzky streak
stopped at 51

Deep, Deep Price Cuts!
Save 27% to 42% on
HI-Fi • Telephones
Computers•ea • More

Isis haat
C/ T/L IRE
•

iht
CHARGE IT tuoirsraaes)

END-OF-MONTH SAL
Cordless-Handset Phone Cut 38%
ET-350 by Radio Shack

Save 40195
Ihi
$30

Reg. 79.95

• Walk 'n Talk Convenience
• Last-Number Auto-Redial
Lowest price ever! Up to 100foot range—use it indoors and
out. Universal Dial System for
pushbutton dialing even on rotary dial lines. Use base on
desk or wall. FCC registered.
#43-266
May be incompatible with certain hearing aids

4-Way Stereo System Cut 33%
Clarinette•-102 by Realistic

Liquid-Cooled Speaker
System Cut 42%
Mach One' by Realistic

Save $100

139?aP,

ii

USE YOUR
▪

Amok

Reg. 239.95 Each

• Genuine Walnut Veneer
• Powerful 15" Woofer
Bass you can feel! Ferrofluidcooled midrange and tweeter
horns. Variable midrange and
tweeter output controls. 283/4 x
175/8 x 12". #40-4029

Car AM/FM Stereo Cassette With
Dolby* NR By Realistic'

Save 900

199

Reg. 299.95
• Drift-Free Digital
Synthesized Tuning

• AM/FM Stereo Radio

C.
ccic•

• Time/Frequency LED

• 2-Speed Record Changer
• Cassette and 8-Track
Record/Playback Decks

Record cassettes or 8-track tapes directly off radio or phono,
even make deck-to-deck copies. Two 22"-high 2-way speaker
systems. #13-1208

38% Off! Micro Color Computer
TRS-80' MC-10
by Radio Shack

Save
$30

MOM SA II II HMO IS II II ORM
ED CC COCO SD 03 BO IMMO D :C

4995

CD CO EU OD BD CI El CI OH CO
CCM SO 03 BO CC CO KM CI II MO MO CMI

Reg. 79.95
Ideal "starter" computer! Manual shows how to program in
BASIC, produce color graphics, even play games. Attaches to
any color TV 2 x 7 x 81/2". #26-3011

Save s5—Weatheradio" Deskube

159
95
Reg. 249.95

Reg. 17.95

No commercials, no interruptions, just
continuous weather info from National
Weather Service VHF stations Tap the
Play Bar for instant updates, anytime
Stylish 3" cube #12-181 Battery extra

DIN-size chassis With in -dash mounting
hardware 'TM Do
Lice'r.
Laboratories Lices
mg Corp

usEMUR

'Compact Color Graphics Printer

Gretzky had considered sitting out the
game because of a
bruised left shoulder
suffered in Los Angeles
last weekend.
"But I felt that if I was
going to be stopped, I
wanted to be stopped
playing, not sitting, in
the stands," he said.
Gretzky has not decided yet if his injury will
keep him out of Tuesday
night's All-Star Game at
the Meadowlands sports
complex in New Jersey.

Save$80

Introducing
New Rock Star

A

Uri!.

ram.
•

Ideal for Use With Any
TRS-80 Desktop Computer
Create sharp graphics in red, green, blue and black, plus
print alphanumerics. Uses easy-to-replace ink cartridges.
Only 2'5/n6 x 8i/4x 81/2". #26-1192

Clock Radio With Battery Backup
ChronomatiC-233 by Realistic

27% Off
2788
Reg. 37.95
Biittery Backup wakes you on time if AC fails. Battery
Sentiner LED warns of weak battery. Sleep and
snooze controls, hi/lo LED switch, lighted tuning dial.
#12-1540 Backup battery extra

Fred Stalls
P.O. Box 249
Murray
753-3763
We're pleased to announce his appointment as a Prudential
agent in your community He's qualified to
help you with your personal insurance needs

If you don't already
have a Prudential
agent, and you want to
talk to someone from
the Rock, why not give
him a call.

Prudential
lintIr4i; lbw
The Pres:Mahe! Insurance Comes./
of Armors
Coteau.. Office Newel New Jon,3

Compact Mobile CB
TRC-421A by Realistic

Desktop Calculator
With 4-Key Memory

Moving-Magnet
Stereo Cartridge

EC-2001 by Radio Shack

Racer Club
The Racer Club will not hold its weekly
meeting this Tuesday, but will resume its
regular schedule riext week.
The meetings in February will be on the 7th,
14th and 21st, and all will be held at the Golden
Corral Restaurant in Murray.
The public is invited to attend the Tuesday
luncheon meetings which begin at noon and
feature speaker Ron Greene, Murray State
head basketball coach.

Vikings hire assistant
to replace retired Grant

Winter Olympics ...

119P=Pz:
Reg. 199.95

CCHS Freshman Boys
Despite 23 total points from Scott Nix (13)
and James Streetman (10), the Calloway
freshman boys basketball squad lost, 44-35, at
Hopkinsville Saturday.
The defeat dropped the Lakers to 3-6 on the
season. Thursday the CCHS squad travels to
Christian County High for its' next game.

HONOLULU (AP) — lifestyle and in your apContinuity has been a proach to football."
hallmark of the MM-, Steckel, boyish nesota. Vikings in their looking at 37, obviously
23 years of existence, is very highly regarded
and their new coach by Vikings President
seems well-suited to Max Winter, General
carry on the tradition.
Manager Mike Lynn,
Les Steckel, a Vik- and by Grant.
ings' assistant who was
formally announced
Grant, who flew into
Sunday as the successor Hawaii to inform Winter
to Bud Grant, is only the of his decision to quit,
third head coach in the formally announced
"The shoulder is ques- club's history.
Saturday that he was
tionable. I'll take it one t "Consistency is Aie ending his coaching
day at a time and see thing we have in com- career so that he could
what happens. If I can mon," Steckel said of have more time for
play, I'll play — if I the man he's replacing. other interests.
can't, then I won't."
"Consistency is a fiber
Grant, 56, spent 17
that runs through Bud years at the Vikings'
Grant, and I realize how helm after Norm Van
important it is to have Brocklin held the job
consistency in your from 1961-66.

TRS-80 CGP-115 by Radio Shack

By Realistic

Cut 1295
28%

Dolby system lowers tape hiss
12-station memory-6 AM, 6
FM. Bass and treble controls,
metal tape button. #12-1903

EDMONTON, Alberta
(AP) — Wayne Grettity
Is taking a day or two off
to visit Atlantic City
where the gamblers will
be more interested in
their own streaks than
• his now -ended
consecutive-game scoring string.
The streak was snapped at 51 games when
the Los Angeles Kings
defeated Edmonton 4-2
Saturday night and the
Oilers center finally
failed to score a point.
Since "The Streak"
started at the beginning
of the National Hockey
League season, Gretzky
scored 153 points, including 61 goals.
"I'm disappointed
that it's over," he said.
"But it's also a nice
relief:'

G1111 QUALM
SIIVICIE PANTS
....

RXT4 by Realistic/Shure

(Continued from Pg.9)
Lynch of the United
The Soviets are exStates in Nordic com- pected to be fast in both
bined and Matte men's and women's
Nykaenen of Finland in events, although East
ski jumping. Both Koch Germans, led by Karin
and Lynch should win Busch Enke. Andrea
Schone and Christa
medals.
The U.S. team is an Rothenburger, should
outside shot to win a dominate the women's
medal in the biathlon, a races. Bjorg Eva
sport which combines Jensen of Norway, the
the skills of cross coun- defending champion in
try skiing and rifle the women's 3,000
marksmanship. The meters, returns for
Soviet Union and East another try.
Germany should
The Soviets, with their
dominate.
bullet-shaped red sleds,
Heiden, the golden are expected to
boy of '80, has retired challenge the Swiss and
and there is nobody in East Germans in the
the world ready to rule two- and four-man
speed skating as he did bobsled. The U.S. teams
stand little chance of
four years ago.
getting a medal.
There is a chance,
however, for a U.S.
medal in the other sled
KU STUMP
• sport, the luge. Frank
REMOVAL
, , We con
Masley of Newark, Del.,
remove stumps up
to 20 below the ground
who became hooked on
435 4343 or 435-4319
the sport after watching
It from Lake Placid on
TV, is rated among the
top five sliders in the
Mot Orut GM Masi
world luid could bring a
einsiNGII Porta
medal home.

gaiggempo

,

SEC ...
(Continued from Pg.8)

,

5995 Save
40 7195 27%

1983 Chevrolet Malibu

P.S., P.B., AC., Radio,

eg. 99-95

Help. information and fun for the
road' Big 40-channel LED display,
lighted signal strength/RF power
meter Switchable ANL. #21-1502
With mounting hardware

Reg. 29.95

Off

Perfect for tax time! Percent, item, percent-of-change and gross profit margin

Elliptical stylus tracks at an ultralight 34 to 1'la grams. Carbon fibers neutralize static charges. With
screwdriver and stylus cleaning
brush- #42-2773 .

Check Your Phone Book for the Ratite"hook Store or Dealer Nearest You
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

(SIM CiTIL irk/

Ig

a service

PRICES APPLY

i

1 1 xxx miles.

*9477

DWAIN TAYLOR -

EHEVR o LET
0 753-2617
641 S. Murray
(Across From Undo Jeff's)

AT PM:471C MAT WI STnPF C kW.) DF 0. IPS

X

EHEVR 0 LET

the year and 5-4 in the
conference. State fell to
7-11 and 2-7.
Here is this week's
schedule in the SEC:
Tonight — Georgia at
Vanderbilt, Tennessee
at Kentucky.
Tuesday — Ole Miss
at Auburn.
Wednesday — LSU at
Florida.
Thursday — Vanderbill at Afisaissioni State.
Saturday — Kentucky
at AlabaMa, Geo'rgta at
LSU, Tennessee at Ole
Miss.
,
Sunday — Auburn at
Florida.
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Drought
evident
WASHINGTON (AP )
— The severity of last
year's drought can be
seen in new crop value
figures published by the
Agriculture Department, which show a 16
percent drop from the
record levels of 1982.
The annual report,
which was prepared by
the department's
Statistical Reporting
Service, included
preliminary value
estimates for the major
farm crops grown in the
1983 sewn.
In all, it said, the nation's farmers prodaed
$69.6 billion worth of
crops in 1983, compared
to the record of $82.8
billion in 1982. That was
the lowest annual crop
COMPUTER FARMING — Dan McKeel of McKeel Equipment, Murray, demonstrates the recently introduced
value since 1978 when it
on-board computer for Case tractors at his business this week. The computers help make the farmer more aware
was $64.5 billion, accorof many factors centering around the tractor and the field.
ding to USDA records.
Officials warned that
the estimates are based
on production
multiplied by estimated
prices for the various
commodities so far this
season. The dollar
amounts are not the
same as "farm
A new on-board com- hours taken to cover an estimated basis. which
comes as stan- marketings" of crops,
puter with a radar- those acres and the With the computer, the dard equipment
on all which involves the value
sensor device has amount of fuel used on farmer knows precisely Case
tractors larger of commodities actually
become the latest ad- those acres.
how many acreas will than a 100 horsepower, sold by producers.
vancement in the field
All of these facets need fertilize and is extremely easy to
But the annual values
of farming, according to are important and have chemicals," he went to use.
Programming the do provide a look at the
Dan McKeel of McKeel a strong bearing upon say.
computer requires only book worth of U.S. crops
Equipment Company, the farmer," McKeel
McKeel pointed out two pieces of informa- and show how the situaMurray.
noted. "In the past, a that being able to pin- tion. "The way the unit tion can
change from
The new computer farmer had to estimate point this information is designed
the farmer one year to the next.
provides a means of many of these figures. will result in saving to merely
inserts the
Crop production — at
measuring many Now the computer can the farmer in many wheel
size and the im- least for some of the maaspects of farming that tell the farmer exactly ways — not only when plement
width to jor field crops — also
before had to be guessed what he needs to know." purchasing fertilizer receive
the information was affected by last
at by the farmer.
One point McKeel ex- and chemicals but it will he wants from the com- year's
government
Among the many plained was that the allow the operator to puter," McKeel
said.
acreage programs, infeatures of the com- new computer is distribute tractor
He added ' that the cluding the payment-inputer, it is capable of capable of telling the ballast correctly, exten- Case
tractor cab has kind feature which proimmediately telling the farmer the exact ding the life of the been recognized
as the vided free commodities
farmer the tractor's number of' acres transmission and realiz- quiestest cab
on the to farmers for taking
ground speed, wheel covered in a field. "In ing significant fuel market.
Many models additional land from the
slippage, engine rpm, the past, farmers economy.
come with heat, air con- production of wheat,
the number of acreas bought their fertilizer
The intelligence ditioning. windshield corn, sorghum, rice and
covered, the number of and other chemicals on monitoring system, wipers
and a radio.
cotton.

Computerized tractor takes
guess-work out of farming

wk.
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KEOWN HONORED — Gregory Steven Keown, left, of Madisonville Rt. 4, an
agriculture major at Murray State University, is congratulated for being named
Outstanding Senior by the Kentucky Beef Cattle Association. With Keown is Arlie
Scott, associate professor in the university Department of Agriculture.

MSU student honored
Gregory Steven maintained a 3.3
numerous awards
Keown of Madinsonville academic standing, is
through the local
Rt. 4, an agriculture active in the Agriculture
chapter of the Future
major at Murray State and Horticulture Clubs
Farmers of America.
University, is one of five and in Alpha Zeta
He is married to
recipients of the honorary agriculture
Melissa Doom Keown,
Outstanding Senior fraternity. He also
formerly of Ect(tyvilie-.Award given by the works 15 hours a week
She is also a senior at
Kentucky Beef Cattle at the university farm.
Murray State. He is the
Association.
A graduate of son of Mr. and Mrs.
The annual honor goes Madison-North Hopkins
James Keown of
to graduating college High School, Keown won
Madisonville Rt. 4
and university seniors
in Kentucky who are
anon
= OM
NOMien MI
=
I=
=I M
enrolled in a cattlerelated course of study.
Keown has been raising
and showing beef cattle
most of his life and had
developed a herd of
purebred Limousins
prior to attending
college.
Keown expects to
(Across from His First hiottsoitst Chords)
graduate in May with a
Weekdays 7-5 Saturday 8-3
B.S. degree in
agriculture. He has
Ma
1Mi

I.K.T. Auto Parts
Come See Us...

We'll fix you up

4e-ciff.4.10

504 Maple St. Murray

753-4461
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Scholarship
established
An annual $500
scholarship has been
established by the Kentucky Fertilizer and
Agricultural Chemical
Association (KFACAI to
be awarded to an
undergraduate student
in agriculture at Murray State University.
To be awarded for the
first time for the 1984-85
school year, the scholarship is part of a new
KFACA scholarship
program for agriculture
students at some Kentucky schools.
Billy Smith of Murray, representing
KFACA, said a total of

25%

OFF

$2,000 in scholarships
will be made available
each year through the
program. Smith, executive vice president of
the Hutson Chemical
Comany, is past president of KFACA and has
been a member of its
board of directors for
the past 14 years.
The KFACA is a
statewide industry
association made up of
private dealers that
functions as a lobby for
its members and supports agricultural
research, service and
scholarship.

VEGETABLE SEED
SPECIAL

NEW SCHOLARSHIP AT MURRAY STATE — Billy Smith (center) of Murray, a
member of the board of directors of the Kentucky Fertilizer and Agricultural
Chemical Association (KFACA), presents the first annual $500 scholarship on
behalf of the organization to Dr. Kala M. Stroup, Murray State president. Also
shown is Dr. James Long, chairman of the Department of Agriculture. The award
will be made each year to an undergraduate agriculture student at Murray State,
beginning in 1984-85.

0

Block urges acreage program participation
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The nation's feed
grain inventory is down
sharply from a year
ago, but Agriculture
Secretary John R. Block
Is urging farmers to
sign up in the government's 1984 acreage
program.
Farmers could begin
signing up in the 1984
crop program on Jan. 16
and have until Feb. 24 to
enroll in programs

covering wheat, feed
grains, cotton and rice.
To be eligible for price
support benefits and
target price guarantees,
farmers must agree to
take a portion of their
base acreage from production this year, as
they had to do in 1983.
Except for wheat,
there will be no
payment-in-kind program this year. In 1983,
farmers took millions of
acres of additional
acres from production

in exchange for free
surplus PIK
commodities.
In a telephone hookup
Monday with a group of
corn producers, Block
said farmers should
understand that the 1984
program as announced
is what will be available
and that it would be a
mistake for producers
to wait to sign up in
hopes that Congress will
quickly approve higher
benefits.
"To think that

something miraculous
is going to happen to
change everything is

wishful thinking," Block
said.

Now in Stock a complete line of vegetable seed
for a 25% savings to you. Come in while selections
are good.
Pick up your free 1984 Vegetable Seed Handbook.
Special Ends Feb. 4th
753-1423
Industrial Road
Murray

For Farmers Only!!
(and any

a/mutter-al related husk's's)

NOW YOU CAN SAVE $400-$1,500 A YEAR
ON HOSPITAL INSURANCE!
Minima Trevathan and Gunn can now offer you
Comprehensive Group Medical hisursare that is
comparable-or even better than the plan you non
have antiat•substantial savings

I

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

Monthly Rata
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Farm Care Plea 2 Premium
SLNGLE
FAMILY

Wipe

Under 45
4
011nCe

$36.00

55000

45-54

52.00

130.00

!Post

55-64

56.00

142.00

PLAN 2
the

Over 65

36.00

72.00

aiternafr
to
nigh

EFFECTIYE DATE JANUARY I. 1984

L

''For mare information on thie Group Medical
.:
....-k PriCed 1....t
---` lastranee plan. contort Don Muller, Sr or Don
"OSpitai
\7
Mailer. Jr. at Morass Trews:boa and Gums

.
,
BUCHANAN FEED & SEED
"

Industrial Road

Murray

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS

,

.1
sea 7
4
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Dos Muller. Sr

753-3404

We sold over 2.000 50 pound bags
of REX Dog Food last month.
That many dogs have to know
something.
REX 21% 5014. — '7.50
REX 25% 50 LI. — '8.00
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I am unteressed at teaming rnore about your Group Hospial
arid Mafor Medscal Coverage Fisn

Dan Maier, Jr
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_ Merchandising

753-5378

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

CITY
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ZIP
TREVIIITHFIN
GUM, C.
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Comprelvenrwe Qroup Hospital and Pow Medical Coverage is
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LEGAL NOTICE
A Final Settlement
Of Accounts Has
Been Filed In The
Calloway District
Court By Jewell
McCallon,
Administrator, Of The
Estate Of Nellie A.
McCallon, Deceased. Exceptions To
Settlement
This

Must Be Filed In The
Calloway District
Court On Or Before
February 8, 1984,
Date
Of
The
Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson.
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A Final Settlement
Of Accounts Has

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS.

55 French plural
1 Seasoning
Answer to Previous Puzzle
article
5 Oriental
56 Narrate
CHORE
1.401 ST
57 Pintail duck
nurse
OUCUC MOM
9 High
DOWN
CC CUCCU UCC El
mountain
1 Offspring
12 Hebrew
010 MUM U0 E
2 Wine cup
measure
3 Abates
vCOC COMM U A
13 Partner
4 Pamphlet
CCU
CCM=
14 Neckpiece
5 Before noon
CU= MOO
15 Pertaining to 6 Expert
UCCLE= OMOC
7 The
the nose
EC COMO OMUm
17 Earnest
sweetsop
FOC ODOM CO A
19 Aromas
8 Heraldry
ECMC CCCUO
abbr
21 Three to a
COMM COMM
half inning
9 Around
MUM SPUTU
10 Bumpkin
22 Encourage
11 Free ticket
24 Faeroe
16 French article 30 Swift
Islands
Dutch
18 Greek letter 34 Liberty
whirlwind
43 Competent
25 Unit of
20 Memoranda 36 Sword
44 Country of
Siamese
22 So be IV
handle
Europe
currency
23 Utmost
37 Passage
45 Exists
26 Males
disk
25 Solar
through
47 Rear of ship
27 Layers
27 Pierce
mountain
49 Before
29 Supposing
28 Expert
39 Ascends
50 Female ruff
that
29 Country'of
4 1 Lock of hair
53 Spanish
31 Worm
Asia
42 South African
article
32 Symbol for
2 3 4
6 7
10 11
tellurium
33 Execute
12
114
34 Monk s title
15
17
35 Symbol for
futon
19
21
36 Hurry
38 Ethiopian
24
title
39 Bone of body
40 Above
131
32
33
41 Temporary
Shelter
!35
38
42 Caudal
46
appendage
44 Whole
46 Refrain from
48
48 Hebrew
festival
1 51
152
51 Beverage
55
56
52 Liberate
54 Painful

111
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HERE 5 THE WORLP WAR I
FLYIN6 ACE SITTING IN A
SMALL FRENCH CAFE...
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Smith, Kirksey, KY
Executor.
Sid
Easley, 204 South
Sixth, Murray, KY
Attorney.
Albert Duncan,608
Ellis Dr., Murray,
KY Deceased. Wanda Lou Jones, Route
3, Box 342, Murray,
KY Administratrbc,
Joseph W. Bolin, 200
South Fourth, Murray, KY Attorney.
Raymon,
McCuiston, New
Concord,
KY
Deceased.
Keys
McCuiston, Route 6,
Murray, KY Executor. Robert 0.
Miller, 201 South
Fifth, Murray, KY
Attorney.
Leamon L. "Dick"
Bidewell, Murray
Manor Apts., Murray, KY Deceased.
John Neal "Pete'
Purdom, 407 Maple
St., Murray, KY Executor. Joseph W.
Bolin, 200 South
Fourth, Murray,KY
Attorney.
Rube H. Alton,
Route 2, Hazel, KV
Deceased. Evelyn
Gray Waldrop, 410
North Sixth St., Murray,
KY
CoExecutrix. Ruby
Pauline Dick, 109
Hickory Dr., Murray,
CoKY
Executrix. Harold T.
Hurt, 105 North Sixth
St., Murray, KY
Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

PUBLIC NOTICE
REVENUE SHARING
HANDICAPPED REGULATIONS
This notice is published pursuant to the
requirements of Section 51.55 of the
Revenue Sharing Regulations, as published in the Federal Register on October 17,
1983. Section 51.55 prohibits discrimination
against qualified individuals because of
their handicapped status.
Calloway County Fiscal Court, Murray,
Kentucky advisies the public, employees
and job applicants that it does not
discriminate on the basis of handicapped
status in admission or access to, or treatment or employment in, its programs and
activities.
Calloway County has designated the
following person as the contact to coordinate efforts to comply with this requirement. Inquiries should be directed to:
George H. Weaks
Calloway County Judge/Executive
Calloway County Courthouse
Murray, Kentucky
502/753-2920
Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Been Filed In The
Calloway District
Court By Ashton A.
Wagner, Executor,
Of The Estate Of
James H. Cunningham, Deceased.
Exceptions To This
Settlement Must Be
Filed
in
The
Calloway District
Court On Or Before
ebruary 8, 1984,
The
Date
Of
Hearing.
Arm P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A Final Settlement
Of Accounts Has
Been Filed In The
Calloway District
Court By Joe E.
Rudolph,
Administrator, Of The
Estate Of David W.
Rudolph, Deceased.

NW. X

Exceptions To This
Settlement Must Be
Filed
In
The
Calloway District
Court On Or Before
February 8, 1984,
The
Date
Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
Following
The
Estate Fiduciary
Appointments Have
Been Made In The
Calloway District
Court. All Claims
Against
These
• Estates Should Be
Filed With The
Fiduciary Within Six
Manths Of Date Of
Qualification,
Gratis D. Wrather,
Route 1, Kirksey,
KY Deceased. Hal

2

Notice

JUDY Williams Tax
Service. Call for appointment anytime 4362524.

DECAFFEINATED ROOT BEER,
S'1L VOUS PLAIT!

14E IS VERY NERVOUS
FROM HIS MANY PAYSAT THE FRONT...

1 .Legal
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NOTICE OF UNITED STATES MARSHAL'S SALE
By virtue of judgment and order of sale dated November 30, 1983,
directed to me and issued from the Office of the Clerk of the United
States District Court for the Western District of Kentucky, Paducah
Division, in the action of United States of America, Plaintiff v. Glenn
E. Roseberry, et al, Defendants, Civil Action No. C83-0078-P(J), on
February 17, 1984, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., at the Calloway County
Courthouse door, Murray, Kentucky, I will sell to the highest and
best bidder the following real estate:
BEING a part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 31,
Township 3, Range 6, East, and described as follows: Beginning at a point in North line of said quarter Section 44 poles 3
links West of the Northeast corner of said Quarter; thence in
a Westerly direction with North line of said Quarter 150 feet;
thence Southerly 300 feet; thence in an Easterly direction 150
feet, to a point in the East line of the Odle Falwell Tract of
record in Deed Book 33, P.555; thence Northerly with the East
line of said Odle Falwell tract in Deed Book 33, p. 555 for a
distance of 300 feet to the point of beginning, LESS that part
of said tract, if any, which is incorporated into the right of way
of the Holland Cemetery Road (RH-1021), which runs along the
North side of the land herein conveyed, the lot 300 feet North
and South by 150 feet East and West being out of the Northeast
corner of the said Odie Falwell tract of record in Deed Book
33, p. 555. (Deed Book W,P. 481 is deed which partitions that
180 poles East and West by an average of approximately 167
poles North and South; said deed also indicates that the agreedupon division of said Quarter Section into East and West
"halves" varied from exact division, the West "half" being
97 acres and the East "half" being 92% acres.)
BEING the same land conveyed to Glenn E. Roseberry and
Edith J. Roseberry, husband and wife, by deed dated
November 28, 1975, from William P. Folwell et ux., recorded
on microfilm in Book 155, Card 1422, in the office of the Clerk
of Calloway County Court.
The above described real estate is being sold to satisfy a lien in
the amount of $20,434.74, plus accrued interest in the amount of
$2,246.81 as of June 1, 1982, plus additional interest accruing at the
daily rate of $3.7531 from June 1, 1982, until date of judgment and
interest thereafter on said judgment at the rate of 9.93 percent per
annum, until paid, plus costs, disbursements and expenses.
TERMS OF SALE
The real estate will be sold to the highest and best bidder at the
place and time above mentioned for cash or upon a credit of 30 days,
with 15% of said purchase price being in cash on the date of sale and
a bond for the balance of said purchase price shall be executed by
the purchaser with approved surety, made payable to the United
State Marshal for the Western District of Kentucky. The purchaser
of said real estate is given the right to pay in full the amount of the
purchase bond and the interest computed at the rate of 9.93 percent
per annum that has accrued-from the date of execution to the date
of full payment to the United States Marshal. The real estate shall
be sold free and clear of any and all liens and encumbrances, except for any state, county, city or school ad valorem taxes which
may be due and payable or assessed against said property at the
time of sale, and shall be sold free and clear of any right or equity
or redemption. The rights of all parties shall attach to the proceeds
of the sale of the real property in the same manner and with the same
effect as they attach to the property prior to the sale.
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TAP
TAP

I WONDER 1-40W FAST
I CAN RUN

(35'M PAVI'S

I WONDER Wi4A1 WOULD
HAPPEN IF I HIT THIS
KITTY POOR AT MACH 2

1984 iJr,ted Fpaturp S y nthcate '8,

I SEE HAPPY CHILDREN AT
PLAY.. PEOPLE OF ALL RACES
WORKING ToGETi-IER...13U5Y
FACToRI ES WITHou
NO POLLUTION...

Na BUMSTEAA
lt, YOU SHOULD GET
(
K.
:7
A HAIRCUT

I WONDER IF
KILLING A MAILMAN 11
)
IS A FEDERAL OFFENSE

WIJPS! YoU GOT TNE
ROSE COLORED ONES

BUT YOU JUST cur
MY HAIR DAY BEFORE
YESTERDAY

I'M L.L.CI<•/
HE CAUGHT

TAXES filed. Short
Forms $7.50 for federal
and state, Itemized
$15.00. Now offering in
home service for shutins. Call Joyce Noel Tax
Service at 489-2440 for
appointment.
NOTICE of Availability
of Charity Care Services. The Murray
Calloway County
Hospital of Murray, Ky.
will make available
from April 1, 1984 until
March 31, 1985, $91,836
of Hill-Burton Charity
Care. Charity Care will
be available on a first
request basis to eligible
persons needing care
who are unable to pay
for hospital services
until the facility's annual compliance level is
met. Eligibility for
Charity Care will be
limited to persons
whose family income is
not more than the
current poverty income
guidelines established
by the Community Services Administration.
This notice is published
in accordance with 42
C.F.R. 124.506 Notice of
Availability of
Uncompensated
Service.
REDUCE safe and fast
with GoBese Capsules
and E-Vap "water
pills". Holland Drug

Jim Suitor & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick

Found

LOST Siberian Husky, 6
month old female
Black, gray and white
with full face mask.
Blue eyes. Lost in the
vicinity of New Concord. 438-2997.
LOST yellow address
book. Keepsake from
Disney World in
Florida. Please call
753-3065.
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6. Help Wanted
COLLEGE Graduate.
Multi Million dollar
corp. expanding it's
sales force in Murray.
Applicant must be a
college graduate and
desire a career in
marketing and field
management. Benefits
include salary and
commission, group life,
health and disability,
dental and retirement
plan. Please send resume to Jerry Davis,
104 North 5th St., Suite
702, Murray. Ky. 42071.

1

6. Help Wanted
A GOLDEN opportunity
with friendly home
parties. Sell the largest
line of gifts, toys and
home decor in party
plan. Openings for
managers and dealers.
Earn high dealer rebate
plus win free trips and
cash. Party plan experience helpful. Car
and phone necessary.
Call collect 518-489-8395
or 518-489-4429.
COTTON Industry. Join
the thousands who work
from home. Full/part
time. Major growth
expected. Must call
immediately. 219.9321003. Also open
evenings.
CPA Wanted. Hands On
Accounting Manager.
Require CPA license. 5
yrs. experience.
Preferred experience in
construction, accounting and audit experience with Big 8
Firm. We are a 37 yr.
old nationally known
specialty construction
firm with opportunity
for advancement. Send
resume: Jim Martin,
P.O. Box 469, South
Fulton, Tn. 38257.
FEDERAL, State &
Civil Service Jobs
available. Call•••1-1619
569-8304 for info.
FULL time LPN. Contact Lake Haven Health
Care Center, P.O. Box
203, Benton, Ky. 5273296.
ORAL Surgery Assistant. Experience helpful but not necessary.
314 days per week.
Bring resume to 300 S.
8th St. (Medical Arts
Bldg.) Suite 109 on Mon.
or Fri. No Phone Calls,
Please.
PART-time crafts Trchem. America's top
teaching craft company
is expanding in this
area. Seeking several
local people to be
trained to teach craft
classes. No experience
necessary. Should enjoy
crafts and people. Good
earning. Excellent opportunity for advancement. Call collect,
Mr. Taylor,
502-362-4098.
TELEPHONE SURVEY WORKERS
needed part time to
update the Murray city
directory. Work at
home. Send name, address and telephone
number in your own
hand writing to P.O.
Box 1040 C, Murray.

9. Situation

Wanted

MOVED to Farmington, Ky. from
Dallas. 25 yrs. experience. Purchasing,
manufacturing and
supervisory positions.
Experienced in MRP
systems and related
systems. Will consider
any position related or
unrelated to my experience.
Knowledgeable-lumber,
steel, metal fabrication,
manufacturing.
Unrelated-will be interested in established
route sales. Resume
furnished. Salary open.
502-345-2036.
AN experienced and
reliable
housekeeper
now has an opening. If
interested call 753-6091.
WILL do baby sitting day
or night in my home. Call
759-4803,

803
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10. Business Opportunity
MINIATURE Golf
Courses. Del. in 3 days,
outdoors or indoors.
Price $3,900 up. Financing available. LOMMA
ENTERPRISES,
Scranton, PA 18505 Tel:
(717) 346-5559.
UNUSUAL combination
of attractive residence
plus adjoining commercial building suitable for many types of
retail businesses.
Located two miles east
of Murray on main
highway to Kentucky
Lake. Price reduced to
$59,500. KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.

1 4 . Want to Buy
10 TO 12 rolls of rolled
hay. 762-3394 day, 4892741 night.
EXERCISE Bike. 4354487.
RAW Furs. Raccoon,
mink, muskrat, red and
gray fox, opossum, beaver, coyote. McClellan,
Pulaski, III. 618-142-6316.
SMALL acreage and
BR house with less than
2,000 sq. ft. Located
between Murray and
Ky. Lake. P.O. Box 1040
H, Murray.
USED air conditioners.
Dill Electric. 753-9104.
WANT TO BUY:
Pickup truck bed. 1971
Chevrolet SWB, Fleets,
ide. Good condition.
Phone 753-1916 between
8a.m.-1p.m. Ask for
Greg. -

Sale
Sale. Ladies
carat 14 ci white gold
15

Articles for

rOR

9. Situation Wanted

triple a . diamond ring
(-size 644). 14 ct, white

WILL do house keeping.
Have references. 7532708.
WITT-Eec
ironing or any job.
758-8409.

diamond. Value 1103 for
band. Both 3 years old.
Papers are available on
request. Call 753-5136
after 8p.m.

gold band medium
width. Value 81,750 for
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16. Home Furnishings

24

White girl's
5 PC
canopy suite, $300
without mattress. $350
with. 753-3583 or
753-9648.
ANTIQUE Display
case. Call 753-9795. King
size bed and mattress.
Call 474-2773, leave
message.

PALLETS for sale. 50
cents, 75 cents. $1. Call
753-6450. Can be seen at
Rickman & Norsworthy, 500 S. 4th St.,
Murray_

Miscellaneous

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

38. Pets Supplies

46

Homes for

Sale

1 OR 2 BR mobile home,
AKC Registered 3 BR house, natural gas
nicely furnished, elecKeeshond puppies. 7 heat, central air. adtric or natural gas
wks. old. Shots and ditional living space or
heating Shady Oaks
wormed. After 4p.m., efficiency apt with
separate entrance New
753-5209
753-7989
storage building. 12x16
NICE 2 BR trailer near
many extras. 2 blocks
Real Estate
SEASONED hickory, oak, Murray. no pets Call 43
from college in quiet
mixed hardwoods. 489-2611
neighborhood. Sale by
$30/rick delivered. Min.
STROUT
owner. 753-3949
order-2 ricks. Call John 29. Heating and Cooling
REALTY
Boyer at 753-0338.
40,000. BTU Kerosene
FARMERS Home Ad19. Farm Equipment
heater, used very little.
ministration inventory
25 Business Services
$170. Call 489-2122 or
properties. 2 homes, 3
BRIGG Stratton 5 h.p.
759-1559
farms. Financing to
Rear Tine Roter Tiller. 2
Lou Ann Philpot 753 6843
qualified buyers.
chain saws. 753-4740.
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Predetermined eligilibJoe L Kennon 436-5876
JOHN Deere 158 Loader
ity not required to buy.
1912 Coldwater Road
seven ft. bucket. 59
30 Business Rentals
Let us show you these
Murray. Kentucky 42071
forklift with boom. i 9011
properties. MURRAY1502) 753-0186
247-3920 Buchanan, Tn.
CALLOWAY CO.
Anytime
Mini
REALTY. 753-8146.
20 Sports Equipment
JOE L KENNON
FORMAL OR INWarehouse
Broker
COLT Phython 6 inch,
FORMAL... This is a
Licensed & Bonded
Storage Space
$470. Trooper III 6 inch,
great entertainment
$191. Gold Cup .45, $480.
For Rent
home. You can get in on
Wholesale Gun. Richard W. Jones
the fun with this four
753-1492
759-9673.
Tax Service
bedroom, twb bath, 14
Confidential professional
story home.. Fenced
service. ISSN accounting
back patio. Truly a
32 Apts for Rent
24. Miscellaneous
with 13 years. porlancmarvelous home for enALl
##
If
V
ed
in
2
preparing
BR,
personal,
appliances
fur300 or 400 BALES of
tertaining and comfortabusiness
farm
nished.
and
electric
heat
Timothy hay. 437-4365.
ble family living.. Let's
returns.
and fireplace,
Appointments made
see this one today. CENCARE BEAR, Care
94 West and
$200/month
plus defor
your conveTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Bear. Valentine, a BirOaks Rd.
posit. 753-8363.
Realtors. .753-1492.
nience. Full time sale
thday coming up soon.
Coll 753.3215 for ap2 BR duplex with carHOME needs remodelCall for your child's
associates
evening
pointment day or night.
port on Stadium View
Care Bear. Hand made
ing. 6 miles south of
phones.
Dr. Central heat and
Murray. On ap
in assorted colors, 17"
Amos McCarty...753-2249
air, all appliances,
long, $15 each. Made
proximately 1,4 acre lot.
MIKE HODGE'S
carpeted, deposit reTheresa Knight...753-7728
-next day after ordered.
$12,500. 759-9515 after
TAX SERVICE
quired, no pets, married
6p.m.
Call 489-2154 after 4p.m.
Joyce Betsworth.. 753-9380
7 years of experience
couple preferred. 753HOUSE, lot, and furniCOAL for sale. Call
Anna Requarth...753-2477
preparing individual,
1799 after 5p.m.
ture. Only $15,000. Ideal
Roger Hudson. 753-4545
Louise Baker ...753-2499
business, partnership.
EFFICIENCY Apartment
for starter' home or
or 753-6763.
just off campus
Prentice Dunn .... 753-5725
and corporate returns
investment. Very livaFIREWOOD for sale.
4
9
2
5
.
Low
rates
&
hundreds
of
Bob
ble. Compare with
Has
. 489-2266
Call 436-2197.
satisfied clients Now
mobile home and you'll
FIRE Wood. Seasoned
34 Houses for Rent
buy it. MURRAYpreparing returns. Day
oak, tree trimming and
45 Farms for Sale
CALLOWAY CO.
2 BR. 2 baths. Located
or night call 759-1425
removing hedges and
at lanathan Creek. 28 ACRES with nice, REALTY, 753-8146.
for appointment
shrubs. Free estimates.
$200 /month. Re- large house, pole barn, IF you are looking for
753-5476.
ferences and deposit double garage, storage an extraordinary home,
NEW Air Compressors.
required. 898-6322.
building. Ap- this one has all the
TV
Radio
Commercial 5 h.p. 60 26
3 BR house: stove, proximately 12 acres extras. Five bedrooms,
gal. tanks, 15.3 CFM per
refrigerator, air con- tillable, 12 ac. cross three baths, marble
minute. Retail $1,295.
Repossed satellite ditioner. References fenced perm pastures. fireplace. spiral stairSpecial $695. We deac. garden spot, way, central vacuum
deposit required.
liver. 901-749-0091 night
antenna. Complete and
No pets, $250 month. many extras. $42,000. and intercom, and
or day.
10' system for Call
House presently rented custom made drapes
753-2835.
OSBORNE2 Portable
balance due.
FOR rent or sale. and tenants will remain throughout. This is that
Computer with carrying
Frame house, 3 BR, 2 if purchased for in- "dream home" you
case. Programs: WorClayton's T.V.
bath, near town, pleas- vestment. South Graves have been waiting for.
dstar, Supercalc,
Co. Ky. Call 502-247-7307 Reduced to $75.000. Call
753-7575
ant location. 753-7263.
Supercalc2, CP/M
THREE, bedroom, house or 7308 for Mr. and Mrs. KOPPERUD REALTY
MBasic, CP/M
Wyrick.
753-1222.
27 Mobile Homes for Sale
in Lynnwood Subdivi
System. CP/M
sion. $300 per month ATTRACTIVELY re- IMMACULATE CONDICall 527-8157.
1975 12x60 GRANVILLE
modeled 3 bedroom TION! The results of
SATELLITE w/8x12 Extension, 3 plus deposit. No pets. home and 80 acres hours of hard work
by the
Call 7537133 before
SYSTEMS. 11 ft. dish, bedroom, 14 bath,
located 13 miles nor- owners are evident in this
3p.m.
Drake receivers. $2.195 fireplace, central air
TWO bedroom house in thwest of Murray. Land lovely home 3 bedroom, 2
Like new. Call 753-4873
installed. 436-2835.
includes several acres bath. All new carpet, new
Hardin. 759-1417.
of good timber and drapes and freshly painapprox. 30 tendable ted inside and out. Nice
37. Livestock-Supplies
acres. Offered at only patio on back.., large
1 MARE and 1 Gelding $59,500 through KOPstorage area plus 2 car
saddles and saddle bags PERUD REALTY,
753- carport. For your perDirector of Murray Calloway County
or trade for camper 1222.
sonal tour, call CENHospital Home Health Care Program.
boat, or mobile home lot
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
close to town. 753-6842 _ 4. Homes for Sale
BS degree in nursing and prior experience in
Realtors at 753-1492.
home health care required. Competitive
38 Pets-Supplies
7 ROOM house in town, INVESTMENT Opporsalary with excellent benefits.
14 story, full basement, tunity. 2 BR house
DOG Obedience. glassed
in front porch, located on commerical
Send resume to:
Classes or private. Ingas heat, 14 bath. Good lot. Newly remodeled
Personnel Director
door facilities. Board- location, close to town inside. Rented last 4
ing. VPF dog food. and hospital, corner lot, years for $200 per
Murray Calloway Hospital,
Mary Adelman
close to park. Assuma- month. $17,500. Call
803 Poplar,
436-2858
ble loan to qualified 436-2875.
Murray, Ky 42071
buyer at less than ON Kentucky Lake,
43
Real Estate
current interest rate. water rights in SherPriced in 20's. Century wood Shores, five
Purdom & Thurman
21, Loretta Jobs, Real- minutes from Moor's
HOSPITAL PHARMACIST
Marina, waterview lot.
Insurance &
tor, 753-1492.
Marshall County Hospital. an 80 bed acute care
NICE 3 BR brick, 14 2 bedroom house, bath
Real Estate
baths, fireplace insert, and a half, dining room
hospital and long term care facility is currently
Southside Court Sq.
low utilities, 14 acres in with built-ins, reaccepting applications for position of hospital
Murray, Kentucky
Lynn Grove. Call 762- frigerator. washer and
pharmacist. Position requires experience in a
753-4451
6 330 /work; dryer hook-up, electric
heat with woodburning
hospital setting. Applicants should demonstrate
435-4559/home.
stove, carport and sun
expertise in I.V. admixture, preparation of
deck. Perfect for starhyperalimintation solutions, unit dose manageter home, retirement
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
ment, JCAH requirements, budgeting and planhome or vacation home.
Gold
Silver
Call 15021 362-4769 or
ning and strong personnel management
Closed
Closed
437-4971 after 5p.m. for
abilities. This position reports directly to
appointment. $22.500.
Yesterday 370.00
Yesterday
8.27
hospital administration. Salary is commenPRICED to sell. 4 BR
Opened
Opened
surate with credentials.
Gambrel brick home. 2
Today
369.25
Today
8.37
bath, great room with
Please forward resume, complete with salary
Down
.75
.10
Up
fireplace, heat pump,
history and cover letter to:
Compliments of:
large outside shop all on
Administrator
2 large wooded lots. By
GOLD
SILVER
CUSTOM
&
Marshall County Hospital
owner. $49,995. 753-1380
JEWELERS-- OLYMPIC PLAZA
after 6p.m.
-EptE9 E. 9th Street
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
Benton, Kentucky 42025
48. Auto Services
Hours: 10-8 Daily, 12-5 Sunday
Equal Opportunity Employer
AUTO Body Repair,
free estimates. Beard's
Body Shop. Hardin, ky.
437-4793.
IMPORT Auto Salvage.
New and used parts for
most imports at reasonable prices. 4742325.
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
GOOD Reconditioned
automobile batteries.
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Guaranteed $15 Exchange Call 753-3711.

Income
Tax Service
753-9463

HELP WANTED

Dial-A-Service
Taxi Cab Service

911
TROUBL ES
If it's with wel
pumps, plumbin
or electric, then I
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering service
provided.
7 -

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AID AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

The terrier keler fer soles'
sae service is Norte, sail
Cellevrey Covet, 102
Ottraer

753-8181

6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

153-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

153-6952

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim
References.
work.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753.0689

49

Police
911

Quality Service
Company
Heating and Air
Conditioning
Soles, Sales and
Modern
Setsoce
Sheet Metal & Ser•
ice Departments

753-9290
Send
your
packages the easy
way
Use our convent
service We accept
UPS packages for
shipment
COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
Downtown
Court Square
753-7499

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates
Vibra Steam or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
753-5827

Poison
Control
753-7588

-

Used

Cars

1964 VOLKSWAGEN
Dune Buggy. $750. 7534501
1965 FORD 2 dr. Falcon,
light blue, 6 cylinder,
1200. 762-6296
1967 CORN:AIR, black
hardtop, newly up•
holstered, rebuilt engine. Sharp! Call 7537863 afternoons or
evenings.
1968 OLDS Delta 88,
excellent running condition, new tires, new 6
yr. battery, S475. 1983
Yamaha 200 3-Wheeler.
fully camouflage with
rear rack. 759-4664 after
5:30p.m.
1972 PONTI AC. 400
motor and transmission
Just been rebuilt. 7537385.
1973 FORD Maverick.
good condition, new
tires and new paint.
489-2578
1975 FARRARI Convertible, sharp condition. Call 492-8429.
1975 FORD LTD
Laudou, 4 dr.. Pillard
hard top Loaded, good
condition, extra clean,
one owner. Call 753-9517
after 5p m.
1077 CUTLASS
Brougham. 4 dr, excellent condition 753-8731
after 5p m
1 9 7 7 MERCURY
Marquis. 4 dr All power
and air, leather interior, nice- and 54,000
miles. Priced for quick
sale 753-6842.

..

49. Used Cars
53 Services Offered
1975 PONTIAC Astre, APPLIANCE repair
automatic, with air, work all brands
$1,050. 762-3863.
Specialize in Tappen
1975 VW Rabbit, air, Call 753-5341 or 354-6956
cassette player, excel- Earl Lovett
lent condition. 753-3908.
APPLIANCE SER1976 DODGE Aspen, VICE. Kenmore.
good condition. Call Westinghouse,
753-7694.
Whirlpool. 21 years
1978 CAMARO auto
experience. Parts and
matic, AM FM stereo, service. Bobby Hopper,
cassette, 63,xxx miles, Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
$4,495. 753 9710.
1 9 8 0 CHEVROLET 753-4872. 753-8886
Citation, 4 dr., radio, (home).
heater, front wheel CARPENTER. 26 yrs.
experience. Frame and
drive. Call 753 3657.
1980 LTD, all the extras, finish. additions,
35,xxx miles. $3,500. buildings and repairs
Exterior and interior
753 9400.
Free estimate. Farmington. Call W.A.
50 Used Trucks
345-2024.
1967 FORD Short Wheel
ELECTRICAN, 20 years
Pickup, 4,000 miles, sun
experience, jobs large or
roof. new paint. 11,200.
small. Free Estimates,
Call 436-2197
Call 753-5156 after 1 PM.
1974 CHEVY Cheyenne
FAYE'S Monograms.
4 Wheel Drive, autoDixieland Shopping
matic, p.s., p.b., air.
Center. 753-7743,
See at 1803 College
Sweaters, shirts, purFarm Rd.
ses. linen, custom pat1976 FORD Courier, 4 ches. Fast service
speed with air. 753-8124.
FENCE sales at Sears
1976 FORD Van, tinted now. Call Sears 753-2310
glass, clean. Call 753- for free estimate for
1266 days, 753-3493 your needs
nights.
•
1978 BRONCO Custom,
Midas Conversion. 4x4,
Aluminum Service Co.
air, p.b., p.s., auto, tilt
Aluminum and vinyl
wheel, $6,000 firm. 759siding. Custom trim work.
9648.
1978 CHEVROLET 4
References. Call Will Ed
Wheel Drive, extra
Bailey, 753-0689.
sharp. 436-5403 or 4892570.
1979 CHEVY, 1 ton, red, NEED work on your
2 ton equipped, flat bed. tr
e
es?
Call 753-4873.
Topping, pruning, shap1981 FORD Pickup ing, complete removal
F100, long wheel base, and more. Call BOVER'S
203 engine, automatic, TREE SERVICE for
p.s., p.b., ac., 31,xxx Professional tree care.
actual miles, 1 owner, 753-0338.
matching topper BOB'S Home Imavailable. 489-2285.
provement and General
BLUE 1967 Chevy Contracting. 20 years
Pickup, short wheel experience, additions,
base, 350 engine, auto- carpentry, painting,
matic, AM/FM stereo. concrete work,
$1,500. 753-0633.
aluminum awnings and
trailer skirting. Call
52 Boats Motors
753-4501
14 FT. Fiberglass boat,
motor and trailer. Call
Aluminum and Vinyl
436-2289.
siding and Aluminum
OLDER 33 ft. house
trim for all houses. It
boat, good condition,
stops painting.
steel hull, 50 h.p. MerJack Glover
cury. economical. 4,500
753-1873
firm. Call 753-3149
between 2.4p m.

Dr. Billy P'Pool is pleased to
announce:
Dr. Bailey Binford
Medical Arts Bldg.
300 S. 8th St.
Will assume my medical practice
effective Jan. 27th, 1984. All
medical records will be at his office.
All accounts payable and due Dr.
P'Pool should be sent to:
Dr. Billy W. P'Pool
Box 24
Hazel, Ky. 42049

Services Offered

Mobile Home Anchors,
underpinning, roofs sealed, aluminum patio awnings, single and double
carports.
JACK GLOVER
753-1873
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete. plumbing
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates. Days 7536973, nights 474-2276
GIVE your auto the red
carpet treatment this
week special, $25 off red
carpet installed. Bill's
Upholstery, 753-8085.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 753-2310- for free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in by
Sears. TVA approved.
Save on those high
heating and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING
Low, Low Rates
Satisfied References
Free Estimates,
759-1983
TREE Worx, complete
removal and topping
Experienced. Re
asonable rates. 753-0211
Hand tinting and
oil work is done
right in our Studio
CARTER STUDIO
300 MAIN 753 8298

53

Services Offered

RICK'S Custom Wood
Design. All types.
custom wood working.
kitchen and bath
cabinets, counters tops.
furniture and furniture
refinishing, mill work
Quality work at reasonable prices. Rick
West or Joe Miller Call
435-4125.
Will haul whit, rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand. coal
Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545
or
753-6763.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
92001 or call 1-442-7026.
WE do tree topping
reasonable within the
count 489-2894.
PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERIN

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
*WINTER RATES*
57 .

Wanted

CANTS. 4x6 Buy year
round, Call days,
901-584-4540 Nights, 901584-4300.

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & TV's
Work Guaranteed
VW vm,r I el
f Scsearlicil
222 S. 12th St.

753-5865

MR FARMER 232 acres with farrowing
house, grain bins, equipment sheds, barn, 2
houses, excellent row crop property. Located
North section of Henry County. Priced
$250,000 Moody Reatty Co. Tommy Moody,
Realtor,
414
Tyson,
Paris,
Tenn
901-642-5093.

TLC
Specializes in General Cleaning For:
Businesses
Homes
Churches
PROFESSIONA
LLY
We
(and economically)
steam or dry clean carpets
strip and re-finish floors
wash windows, walls, etc.
WE CLEAN EVERYTHING WITH
TENDER, LOVING CARE
759-9754 Or 759-1834
Free Pricing On Location
Wocy & Brooke Horrington

Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You con mak• money by gathering up all those unwanted and unnedded Items that ore gathering dust In your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for solo.
2. How can you save money?
Ans. You can soy* money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that this classified
ad department of the Ledger IL Times is have the month of February to sell all those items you
have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of this Ledger & Times during the month of February. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This moans that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Prices remain the earn* as usual and you redeye all the usual discounts. If you are o regular
customer of the classified section and your advertising Is already scheduled for February you will
automatically receive the benefits from this solo.
4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sal. Is open to everyone.

The Sale is open to everyone,for every section on the
classified page, small reader ads or classified display
ads as long as they meet the following requirements:
Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before
expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

No. Days
Paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

5. What do you gain from this sal.?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no my y you can lose If you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising In the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.
CLASSIFIED AD CONTEST
In conjunction with our usual 3 plus 1 sale dbring Feb The Classified Dept will be
conducting a special contest on classified reader ads only
Everyone who nibs a classified reader ad during the month will have their names entered
into a drawing. Three names will be drawn each week. Those pet-sons whose names are
drawn will be reinbursed for the cost of the ad if paid or will not be charged foe it,
regardless of cost.
Call in your ad now. You can save money by getting 4 days for the cost of three and
stand a good chance of running your entire ad free, if your name istlrawn in the contest

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
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ROME (AP) — A GerMrs. Thweatt Dexter woman man
accused of being a
Nazi
was aided by
dies; funeral dies; funeral the who
Vatican in his
after World War
on Tuesday
held Sunday escape
II claims he was instead
Mrs. Minnie Thweatt,
99, Rt. 1, Benton. died
Sunday at 8:10 a.m. at
the Marshall County
Hospital. She was the
widow of Isom Thweatt.
She was a member of
the New Zion MisSionary Baptist Church.
Born April 24. 1884,
she was the daughter of
the late Robert Rose
and Mattie .Sanders
Rose.
Mrs. Thweatt also
was preceded in death
.by one son, Raymond
Thweatt, and three
grandsons. Steve
Thweatt, Michael
Thweatt and Paul
Thweatt, Jr.
Survivors are three
daughters, Mrs. Isaiah
(Rubyl Treas, Rt. 1.
Kirksey, Mrs. Hafford
(Ernestine ) Staples and
Mrs. Milburn (Lillian)
Green. Rt. 1. Benton;
three sons. Alus
Thweatt, Pasadena,
Texas. Arthur (Bud)
Thweatt, Rt. 8, Benton.
and Headley Thweatt,
Westland, Mich.
Twenty-one grandchildren, 51 greatgrandchildren and 45
great -greatgrandchildren also
survive.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home.
Benton. The Rev.
Headley Thweatt, the
Rev. C.C. Brasher and
the Rev. Mike Littrell
will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Thweatt Cemetery. Friends may call at
the funeral home after 5
p.m. today (Monday.

Thompson's
funeral rites
here today
Services for Mrs.
Madie Thompson are today at 2 p.m. in .the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home. John Hoover and
Paul Garland are officiating. Bobby D.
Osbron is directing the
song service.
Pallbearers are
nephews — Gary
Ferguson, John Hart,
Rupert Williams; Paul
Williams, Jesse
Williams and Ralph
Williams.
Burial will follow in
the Coldwater Church of
Christ Cemetery.
Mrs. Thompson, 81,
Rt. 4, Murray, died Sun• day at 4 a.m. at her
home.
She was a member of
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Born July 28, 1902, in
Fulton County, Tenn.,
she was the-daughter of
the late Headley
Ferguson and Jennie
Chilcutt Ferguson.
One granddaughter,
Evonna Hill. died Nov.
18, 1963.
She is survived by her
husband. George B.
(Bill) Thompson, to
whom she was married
on Nov. 27, 1924; one
daughter, Mrs. Amos
(Pauline) Hill, Rt. 4;
two grandsons, Ray
Hill, Rt. 1, Hardin, and
Gene Arlton Hill, Rt. 1,
Dexter.
Also sarviving are
four sisters, Mrs. Ray
(Carlie)Steele, Warren.
Mich., Mrs. Cecil (ha
Mae) Whitlatch, Pembroke, Mrs. Huie
(Rosie) Osbron, Rt. 2,
Hazel, and Mrs. Rubene
Bradshaw, Hollywood.
Fla.; four greatgrandchildren; three
stepgreatgrandchildren.

••••

Hog market

•

Federal-State Market News Service
Monday, January 30. 111114
1Cenbecky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act 1.211545 ORO Barrows
& Gilts 1 .130 higher Sows 50-1 50
higher
45026-50 73
US 1-2 210-240 ib•
$40 26-5026
US 3 120210 lb.
$4.71130.75
US I 210-260 lbs.
$48 75-4672
US 3-3 264270 lbe
Sows
US 1.2 370360 be
US 11600-450 lb.
(TS 13 460300 lb*
US 1-3 500-11110 lbw
US 24 301300 lbs
Boars sas-ss DO

$38 OD-40 00
1135 00-41 50
some 43 00
$41 50-4530
00-411 SO
DM 00-40 OD

The funeral for Miss
Neva Owen Chadwick
was Sunday at 1 p.m. in
the Memorial Chapel of
Anglin Funeral Home,
Dover, Tenn. The Rev.
Mark Wilson officiated.
Burial was in the Barrow Cemetery in the
Land Between the
Lakes in Stewart County, Tenn.
.Miss Chadwick. 56.
died Friday at her home
on Rt. 1, Dexter. She
was born June 4, 1927, in
Stewart County to
Jessie Emerine Chadwick and the late James
H. Chadwick.
Survivors are her
mother, Mrs. Jessie
Chadwick. Rt. 1, Dexter; two sisters. Mrs.
Gracie Hutchison, Mt.
Vernon, Ill., and Mrs.
Mary Dennis. Dexter:
two brothers, Bradley
Chadwick, Hopkinsville,
and Rex Chadwick.
Dexter.

a leading figure in the
resistance, Italy's
largest newspaper
reported today.
The article in Corriere
Della Sera of Milan
followed a statement by
the N'atican's official
spokesman saying two
church historians had
rebutted allegations in a
U.S. government document that the Holy See
helped Nazi war
criminals flee to Latin
America.
The newspaper said
German Willy. Nix, 78,
told journalists he had
not been a Nazi but part
of the resistance and
that he had been held in
a concentration camp
before fleeing to Italy in
1938.
"We met with Nix ...
He told us his story of
belonging to the antiNazi resistance, how he
never needed to seek
refuge in the Vatican
and that he never fled to

William Smith
funeral today
at Mayfield

Latin America," Corriere said. The paper
did not directly quote
Nix.
Nix is one of the examples cited in the 1947
U.S. document, released
by the State Department last Friday, to
back its claims that the
Holy See aided the
escape of German Nazis
and Italian Fascists an()
was a prime mover of illegal immigrants after
the war.
In 1943, while Rome
was under German control, Nix-took refuge in a
convent near the
Vatican, Corriere said.
"With the arrival of the
Allies (in June 1944) he
was used by the
American command as
a liason with the German community in
Rome,:' it added.
Nix founded the "German Anti-Nazi Union"
for Germans in postwar
Italy and "was noted for
this activity in a 1945
report by the U.S. secret
service," the newspaper
said.
Corriere said Nix "rejected",the notion that

war criminals could
have passed through his
office "or that there was
an explicit and planned
activity on the, part of
the Holy See to save
known Nazis."
The Corriere report
came only hours after
Vatican spojeesman
Rev. Romeo Panciroli
said two leading church
historians who denied
the allegations "hal/0
given a sufficiently
clear reply" to the
charges in the U.S.
document.
"I point out to you the
declarations of the Rev.
Robert Graham, an
authoritative scholar on
the subject, and the
Rev. Pierre Blet, also
an expert, who already
have given a sufficiently
clear reply to the issue
under discussion," said
Panciroli, who declined
direct comment on the
allegations.
Graham and Blet, two
Jesuit historians, were
appointed by Pope Paul
VI in the 1960s to write a
book entitled "Acts of
the Holy See During
World War II."

HAVE YOU HEARD?
Have You Heard About The Great Prices
In Corn-Austins Complete Boy's Dept. During
Their FINAL MARKDOWN SALE?
Have You Heard That...

Final rites for William
(Smitty) Smith are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield.
Burial will follow in
the Lynnville Cemetery.
Mr. Smith, 78, Rt. 1.
Sedalia, died Saturday
at 9:55 a.m. at Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
A native of Calloway
County, he was a retired
employee of the Kentucky Highway
Department.
He is survived. by his
wife, Mrs._. Mozelle
Smith; one stepson,
James Ward, Sedalia;
two sisters, Mrs.
Christine -Garland,
Kirksey, and Mrs.
Clelan Skoczek, Florida.

Radcliff man
scheduled,
arraignment

Read the classifieds

Accused man tells story

All
Boys Dress Shirts Are

5395

One Group
Boys Pants Are

$1

One Group
Boys Cress Pants, Jeans & Cord Are.

5695

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
Prices furnished by First of
Michigan
Industrial Average
-.94
45% unc
Air Products
25% -%
Apple Computer
American Telephone. .65% + %
30% -IA
Chrysler
51 -%
Dupont
42% unc
Ford
16% +%
G.A F
74% -%
General Motors
35% -%
General Tire
33% .%
Goodrich
27% -%
Goodyear
52% unc
Gulf Oil
Home Health
7 unc
Care America

I.B.M.
Jerrico
J.C.Penney
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau
A.L. Williams

114% -%
15% .%
52% --c-%
31% -%
14 unc
36% + %
64% unc
37 +'4
6% unc
39% +1%
41 +%
34% + 1/4
18% -4
18% + 1/4
11% + %
9 13

C.E.F. Yield

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS

-

MUNICIPAL BONDS —

MEMBER NEW

MUTUAL FUNDS

YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

"Toys For Tots"
sponsored by
Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority
was a huge success because of the
following people.
'Big Dipper
•Dwain Taylor
*Dennison Hunt
'Pier I
*Sunset Boulevard
•Memories
'Bamboo Garden
*Green Door
'
Spoke & Pedal
01890's Ice Cream
*Mr. Gatti's

95

'Dominos
•Sammon's
'Decor Store
•Juanita's Florist
-*Footprints
'Storey's
*Garrison Motor Sales
;Cain's AMC-Jeep, Inc.
*Movie World
'Kinney Shoe Store

An Extra Special Thanks
To Murray Home & Auto
And Lambda Chi Alpha
Fraternity For Their
Donation of Toys.

Come In And See For Yourself

Turn- ustitt TO.
MURRAY, KY

Thank you for making
Christmas brighter for these children.

REMEMBER WE HAVE
MEN'S AND LADIES TOO!

• PAY LESS DISCOUNT PHARMACY • PAY LESS DISCOUNT PHARMACY • PAY LESS DISCOUNT
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SALE GOOD THRU
4 SATURDAY, FEB. 4th

RADCLIFF,Ky.(API
— Frankie Estes, 27, of
Radcliff was scheduled
for arraignment today
on a murder charge in
the shooting death of
another Radcliff man,
John Wayne O'Nan,
police said..
Radcliff Police Chief
John Farrelly said the
35-year-old man was
shot about 4:10 p.m.
Sunday in a car lot along
north Dixie Highway.
O'Nan died three hours tn
later at the Fort Knox In
Army hospital.
Estes was arrested an
hour after the shooting
and charged with attempted murder. The
charge was changed to
murder after O'Nan's
death.
Investigators said the
shooting apparently
stemmed from a
domestic quarrel.
Estes was lodged in
the Hardin County Jail,
pending his Hardin
District Court
appearance.

ex
4
a.

ROBITUSSIN
Cough Formula
For Children
and Adults
4 Oz.

0

4

$1 1

DM
6 To 8 Hour
Cough Control
4 Oz.

9
Robitussin

PAY LESS
DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
1205 CHESTNUT ST.
PHONE 753-2547

•

ARTHRITIS
.
.

ASPERCREME
Arthritis
Pain
Medication
3 Oz. Tube

›-

4
a.

New...

METAMUCIL

VICKS SINEX
NASAL SPRAY

4

BAYER ASPIRIN

A Natural-Fiber
Laxative
21 Oz.

Regular Formula 'A Oz.
••••
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Fast Pain Relief
100 Tablets

.0.. m.o.
NM▪
.
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Continued from page 7
• HO Pr 11...
equivalent of 4179 in
music lessons and about In
$22 to $55 in instrument In
..3,vc caorms
rentals for a $5 registra12 Oz. Bottle
fee.
tion
Ms. Wise said one of
the reasons she started
OR POST STOMA°.
the program was 0.
orD•GESTION
because she doesn't
believe in progragns
IT'S EASY AS 1-2-3
that offer free lessons to
ghetto children and thsm
1T'S YOUR DECISION, YOUR
hold classes segregated
from the more affluea,
PRESCRIPTION BELONGS TO YOU
students.
BRING IN YOUR PRESCRIPTION
So far, the program 4
ISOPROPYL
seems to be working.
FRIENDLY
CONTAINER
LABEL,
OR
OUR
Early apprehensions 0
.
about allowing students
PHARMACISTS WILL CONTACT YOUR
I-.
to take expensive,
DOCTOR FOR REFILL AUTHORIZATION.
16 Oz.
rented violins and cellos
Into high-crime /trees
PHARMACISTS
LET
QUALIFIED
OUR
have proved unfounded.
In addition, a new
DISCUSS OUR LOW! LOW!
$4,000 grant from the In
DISCOUNT PRICES WITH YOU.
Chicago Fine Arts Council acquired In
REGISTERED PHARMACIST JOHN JACOB
December will allow the
program to expand.
S531 AVd • A)VWSVHd iNnopsia SS31 AVd •• ADVW/JVHd

m
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PEPTOBISMOL

0

TRANSFERING YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS

4

RUBBING
ALCOHOL

0
U

—4
30 FREE
1NTTH 100
me

3

CENTRUM
MULTIVITAMINS
100 Plus 30 Free

1:1

29°
iNnopsia

'
,
FAO

ADVW2JVHd

iNnoDsta
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